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Executive summary
This report presents the findings for the process and outcomes evaluation of the Maritime
Operator Safety System (MOSS). This report focussed on:
▪
▪
▪

The implementation of MOSS
Operator and surveyor outputs that affect the performance of MOSS
Whether MOSS is producing intended outcomes

Maritime NZ takes a hands-on and responsive
approach to implementing MOSS
Maritime NZ took a responsive approach to managing the transition from SSM to MOSS.
Proactive campaigning and education supported operators’ awareness of MOSS and
preparedness. After implementation, Maritime NZ managed their resources and adapted
their approach to meet operators’ needs.
Maritime NZ takes a hands-on approach to assisted compliance which works well with the
maritime industry. The removal of audit fees also supports active regulatory stewardship.
However, some operators perceive some Maritime Officers to be more adversarial than
necessary, and some communications (e.g. website) could be more user-friendly.
Throughout the MOSS system, tools and quality assurance processes support consistent
and transparent decision-making. With the development of Triton and data dashboards, data
monitoring and analysis is improving and starting to support intelligence-led process. The risk
profile takes a risk-focussed approach to regulation, but the tool could benefit from being
reviewed to more accurately assess risk.
Resourcing is adequate for the current administration of MOSS. Fees and the Maritime Levy
are calculated and reviewed based on the system cost of Maritime NZ’s regulatory and
compliance activities. Future changes to the system may require additional resourcing or
trade-offs.

MOSS has achieved some valuable outputs after five
years of implementation, but barriers to compliance
exist
The majority of operators have a good understanding of how MOSS works, and just over half
of operators are satisfied with MOSS. At times, MOSS is not fit-for-purpose for small
operators as the minimum requirements of Maritime Rules Part 19 (which prescribes
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requirements under MOSS) are considered excessive. Some operators perceive the costs of
complying with MOSS are higher than expected. Some operators also inaccurately perceive
high numbers of illegal operators and prosecutions, which can affect compliance.
Surveyors in New Zealand are sufficient to maintain vessel surveying under MOSS, but this
will change as surveyors retire and fewer surveyors are becoming qualified. To sustain the
workforce, surveyors are currently establishing a professional body. The rigour of surveys
has increased under MOSS as surveyors undergo a strict recognition process, though some
believe that further improvements can be made. After surveyors become recognised, there
has been limited oversight of them (which is currently a work in progress at Maritime NZ).
Despite Maritime NZ holding regular forums and developing resources, surveyors comment
that additional support and guidance would reduce inconsistency in surveying. Consideration
should be taken to understand what level of support is appropriate for surveyors.

MOSS is contributing to intended safety outcomes
Early indications suggest a safety culture is developing. Risk profile scores for safety culture
are improving over time, and MOSS has heightened operators’ awareness of hazards and
safety procedures. Other operators comment they were already operating safely before
MOSS. Data is currently insufficient to draw conclusions on whether MOSS has affected the
rate of fatal and non-fatal maritime events.
Higher standards of surveying would suggest the standard of vessels are improving.
However, data is limited on whether the standard of vessels has actually improved.
Clearer lines of accountability for safety within the maritime transport system are somewhat
established. Operators and surveyors are taking more ownership of safety. Maritime NZ is
providing oversight of operators but is currently revising its approach to oversight of
surveyors.
Being an effective and efficient regulator, Maritime NZ takes a responsive approach to
regulation by adapting to circumstances that arise. MOSS is complemented by HSWA
regulation, but some operators perceive HSWA as the primary driver of safety outcomes.
Data is inconclusive on whether MOSS has improved the cleanliness of the marine
environment.
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Key learnings
The evaluation identified five key areas for improvement. These learnings contribute to a
system that better aligns with Maritime NZ’s mission, strategic direction, role as a regulatory
steward, and good regulatory practice. Maritime NZ is currently working on some of the
following areas.

Design considerations
MOSS can be simplified to be more fit-for-purpose
Some minimum requirements under Maritime Rule Part 19 are excessive for some small
operators, while some are not appropriate for more uncommon operations. To be more fitfor-purpose for small operators while still achieving the same outcomes, MOSS may be
simplified to contain core components or given more flexibility in what requirements are
needed.
‘Targeting the smaller operator like my fishing business with a small operators
framework for MOSS would be helpful. A great deal of what is in the current
framework does not apply to small operators causing confusion and extra
paperwork and expense that could easily be prevented through a better fit
framework.’ (operator, survey)
Maritime NZ needs to balance any future changes (and the effort offset by a simplified
system) with the resourcing and investment required for adjustments. Small operators have
commented they have spent lots of money, time, and effort to transition into MOSS.

Consideration may be taken to how wellbeing and the marine
environment fits into MOSS
Psychological wellbeing and environmental protection are becoming increasingly important.
The maritime industry plays a vital part in the sustainability of the marine environment, and
mental health awareness is becoming more critical for operators who are increasingly
struggling with mental illness. For MOSS to remain relevant over time, it may be worth
considering whether MOSS (and/or HSWA) adequately covers wellbeing and marine
environmental protection.
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Implementation considerations
Maritime NZ may consider how to better support surveyors in an
appropriate way
Surveyors have a lot of expertise and a deep understanding of the maritime industry. To
support surveyors, Maritime NZ holds surveyor forums and provides resources for the
interpretation of rules. However, surveyors comment Maritime NZ does not communicate in a
timely manner or provide an adequate response when they have questions. Maritime NZ
may consider how to better collaborate with surveyors and support them, given their role as a
regulated party.

The risk profile may be reviewed to assess risk better
Maritime NZ takes a risk-focussed approach by assessing the level of risk among operators
to determine the timing of audits. However, a high proportion of operators are considered
‘low risk’, while only one operator is considered ‘high risk’. While it is possible that Maritime
NZ is successfully managing high-risk operators, anecdotal evidence suggests it is likely that
the risk profiling tool does not represent risk accurately. The tool may need to be reviewed
and adjusted to assess risk better. Maritime NZ can then allocate resourcing appropriately
and ensure those who are higher risk are better supported.

Continuing to develop proactive monitoring systems can support
intelligence-led decision-making
Data at Maritime NZ is mainly analysed on a targeted basis in response to queries or issues
that arise. Work is in progress to develop more proactive monitoring systems to oversee
trends. This approach identifies what risks need addressing and enable Maritime NZ to make
effective and intelligence-led decisions. It also provides regular and timely information about
how MOSS is performing so Maritime NZ can respond appropriately.
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Evaluation purpose and methodology
We outline the evaluation purpose and mixed-methods methodology below.

Evaluation purpose
MOSS was introduced on 1 July 2014 to regulate maritime safety in New Zealand’s domestic
commercial sector.1 In 2019, all operators remaining active had transitioned from the former
Safe Ship Management (SSM) system to MOSS. After five years, it is an appropriate time to
assess whether intermediate outcomes (2014-2020) are being met and establish baselines
for projected long-term outcomes (2020-2034).
In 2020, Maritime NZ2 commissioned Litmus to conduct an independent evaluation of MOSS.
The evaluation is sponsored by the Deputy Director Regulatory Systems Design. The
primary user of the evaluation is Maritime NZ. Other stakeholders may include MOSS
surveyors and operators.
The purpose of this evaluation is to:
▪
▪
▪

determine whether the implementation of MOSS is going to plan
determine if MOSS is delivering, or is likely to deliver, the desired objectives
identify what, if any, further problems and opportunities exist that can be addressed to
improve the operation of MOSS.

The evaluation aims to provide a balanced description of how MOSS is performing at a
system level. This aligns with Maritime NZ’s mission to be a professional, evidence-based,
intelligence-led, and risk-focused regulatory, compliance, and response agency. The
evaluation report will inform Maritime NZ’s thinking about changes to the design or
implementation of MOSS going forward. This will ensure that the system is fit-for-purpose
and in good order.
The evaluation of MOSS is partially informed by the 2017 Government expectations for good
regulatory practice,3 which set out expectations for the design of regulatory systems and
regulatory stewardship.

1

Note some smaller and more unique domestic operators are not regulated under MOSS but other
regulatory frameworks overseen by Maritime NZ (e.g. Safe Operational Plans, Safety Case, Specified
Limits Permit).
2 Maritime NZ is New Zealand’s maritime regulatory, compliance, and response agency. Maritime NZ
seeks to operate on a professional, evidence-based, intelligence-led, and risk-focused basis.
3 The Treasury. (2017). Government Expectations for Good Regulatory Practice.
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These expectations state:4
▪
▪

Regulatory systems should be designed to provide durable outcomes of real value to
New Zealanders, in excess of its costs and negative outcomes
Regulatory stewardship includes responsibilities for:
▪ Monitoring, review, and reporting on existing regulatory systems
▪ Robust analysis and implementation support for changes to regulatory systems
▪ Good regulator practice.

The evaluation of MOSS is an example of regulatory stewardship as it reviews whether
MOSS is still fit-for-purpose, tests operating assumptions, and considers the experiences of
regulated parties and others affected by the system.

Key evaluation questions
The evaluation seeks to answer seven key evaluation questions (comprised of a further 28
sub-evaluation questions) outlined in the evaluation framework (see Appendix B). The
overarching evaluation questions are:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Is Maritime NZ getting the big results they want?
Is the administration of MOSS going to plan?
How are operators and surveyors behaving?
Do operators and surveyors have the knowledge and skills to comply with MOSS?
What are operators’ and surveyors’ attitudes to MOSS?
What improvements can Maritime NZ make?
Are operators transitioning to MOSS in the way Maritime NZ expected? Has Maritime NZ
got enough and the right resources?

Evaluation methodology
The evaluation design and methodology were developed in 2014 and outlined in the
evaluation framework. We have followed this framework for this evaluation. We have
adjusted the evaluation to consider the impact of unforeseen changes, such as the Health
and Safety at Work Act 2015.
The evaluation of MOSS took a mixed-methods approach, synthesising data from a range of
sources.

4

See Appendix A for the areas covered under each of these expectations.
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To understand a variety of perspectives and experiences, we conducted in-depth interviews
with 47 operators, surveyors, and Maritime NZ stakeholders:
Participant group

Number interviewed

Maritime NZ head office staff

17

Maritime Officers

9

Surveyors

6

Operators

15 personnel across 12 operations

Total interviewed

47

We conducted an online survey to examine operators’ understanding of MOSS, compliance,
safety thinking and management, and other evaluation questions that could not be
addressed from other data sources. The survey achieved a 29% response rate and gathered
input from a representative sample of MOSS operators.
We received administrative data from Maritime NZ. This data was extracted from various
databases, including Triton, ActionStep, and Navigator. These datasets were accompanied
by a detailed commentary which provided context to the data and other important
information.
We conducted a desktop review of key documentation and regulatory tools. These included
strategic reports on the intent and principles of MOSS, guidance materials and resources to
implement MOSS, and tools to conduct MOSS audits and risk profiles.
We triangulated and analysed the data to understand how MOSS was implemented, what
outputs and outcomes have emerged after five years, and parts of the system that can be
improved. We made sense of the data with the project sponsor after each data collection
milestone. Litmus produced this evaluation report.
See Appendix C for a detailed description of the methodology and data limitations.
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Description of the Maritime Operator
Safety System (MOSS)
MOSS was introduced on 1 July 2014 as a new regulatory system for maritime safety. The
system intended to improve safety and protection of the marine environment associated with
domestic commercial vessels in New Zealand. The transition to MOSS represents a
fundamental shift in how New Zealand’s maritime industry approaches maritime safety. It
replaced the former Safe Ship Management (SSM) system.

MOSS replaced the Safe Ship Management system
In the SSM system, SSM companies (third parties) supervised the maritime safety of ships
under the requirements of Maritime Rules Part 21 made under the Maritime Transport Act
1994 (MTA). MOSS was implemented because Maritime NZ and the Transport Accident
Investigation Commission recognised that SSM had several shortfalls that failed to address
the risk of harm to workers and other people on those vessels.

There was an unacceptable rate of fatalities under SSM
Over a 10-year period (2000-2010), there was an average of 4.6 fatalities, 41 instances of
serious harm, and 109 other injuries per annum. These were mostly due to human error that
arose from systemic errors under SSM.

SSM was not suitable for New Zealand’s maritime industry
The design of SSM was based on an international big ship model which did not align with
New Zealand’s domestic industry where owner-operators run most operations. The focus
was therefore on individual vessels within an operation, rather than the overall safety
management of an operation. Reviews indicated that SSM was overly complex and difficult
to administer, without improving safety outcomes.5

SSM provided ineffective regulatory oversight of operators
This is because:
▪

5

There was a conflict of interest for SSM companies – SSM companies were
commercial businesses, and their client base was operators. This created perverse

Controller and Auditor-General. (2005). Part 3: Reviews of, and changes to, Safe Ship Management.
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incentives as SSM companies needed to meet their regulatory requirements but still
attract and retain customers.
▪

There was low scrutiny of operators and surveyors – under SSM, there were limited
mechanisms to check whether operators followed their safety plans and to ensure their
plans were fit-for-purpose. Instead, many were provided with generic manuals from SSM
companies.

▪

Safety audits by SSM companies were not robust – SSM audits had a narrow focus
on the physical safety of vessels rather than the overall safety of operations.

▪

Maritime NZ, as the regulator, had limited engagement with and oversight of
operators – Maritime NZ was unable to effectively monitor whether SSM companies or
operators were compliant with safety requirements. They had limited means to intervene
to improve the safety of operations.

MOSS improves safety through operator ownership
of safety systems
Maritime NZ designed MOSS to directly address the shortfalls of SSM to enhance safety
outcomes within the commercial maritime sector. It covers most, but not all, domestic
commercial maritime operators. MOSS is one of the regulatory (sub) systems that Maritime
NZ operates to support the safety, security and environment protection of New Zealand’s
maritime and marine environment.
MOSS aims to achieve the following outcomes:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Improved safety of people working on domestic commercial vessels
Improved standard of vessels
Establish and maintain clear lines of accountability for safety within the maritime
transport system
Maritime NZ considered to be an effective and efficient regulator
Improved cleanliness of the marine environment.6

Maritime NZ’s approach to MOSS (and its other regulatory systems) is described in its
Compliance Operating Model. The Compliance Operating Model sets out how compliance is
maximised to support ‘safe, secure, and clean’ outcomes by ‘supporting, encouraging and
requiring’ compliance. The Compliance Operating Model takes a risk-based and responsive

6

MOSS requires operators to state their environmental policy regarding disposal of garbage, sewage,
waste oil, ballast water management (if international), and lost fishing gear in their MTOP.
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regulatory approach by providing a range of tools, from assisted compliance to enforcement.
These tools are intended to be used on a ‘right tool, right time’ basis in response to the level
of risk associated with non-compliance.
Maritime NZ’s implementation and evaluation of MOSS is also consistent with their strategic
direction towards regulatory stewardship.7 In this model, the regulator takes a whole-ofsystem, lifecycle view of regulation, and a proactive, collaborative approach to the care of the
regulatory system.
To achieve intended outcomes, MOSS is designed to:8
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

provide a set of regulatory standards that better reflect the nature of New Zealand’s
domestic commercial maritime industry, vessels, and operations
focus on the safety of the operation in its entirety, not just the vessel
encourage operators to take ownership of the safety of their operations
enable Maritime NZ, as the national regulatory, compliance, and response agency, to
have direct regulatory relationships with operators and surveyors, and is
implemented according to Maritime NZ’s Compliance Operating Model.

See Appendix D for the programme logic retrieved from the evaluation framework (2014).

MOSS regulates most domestic commercial
operators
Through MOSS, Maritime NZ provides regulatory oversight of most domestic commercial
maritime operators. MOSS does not regulate some smaller and more unique domestic and
commercial operators which fall under a range of other regulatory frameworks overseen by
Maritime NZ (e.g. Safe Operational Plans, Safety Case, Specified Limits Permit). These may
include rafts, jetboats, fishing vessels under six metres, jetskis, and workboats.
To enter the MOSS system and comply with Maritime Rules Part 19, operators must apply
for and hold a Maritime Transport Operator Certificate (MTOC). Operators did not need to
apply for an MTOC until their SSM certificate expired (during which it was a Deemed MTOC).
To be issued an MTOC, operators must complete an MTOC application, develop a Maritime
Transport Operator Plan (MTOP), and have a current Certificate of Survey from a recognised
MOSS surveyor. Maritime NZ will also visit the operation and check that responsible
individuals named in the MTOP are ‘fit and proper person(s)’. An MTOC is then usually
issued and valid for ten years.

7
8

The Treasury. (2020). Regulatory Stewardship.
Maritime NZ. (2014). MOSS Evaluation Framework: Final Report.
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In 2020, there are 1,345 operations registered in the MOSS system
Most MOSS operators are owner-operators
New Zealand’s domestic commercial maritime sector ranges from large multi-industry
companies to small family-owned businesses. The majority of operations (86%) are run by
small owner-operators who have one or two vessels, 12% have between three and ten
vessels, and the remaining 2% of operations have more than ten vessels (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. Distribution of MOSS operations by number of vessels
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Data source: Maritime NZ, retrieved 21 May 2020

The MOSS fleet is distributed across New Zealand
28% of MOSS operations are in the Northern region, 30% are in the Central region, and 42%
are in the Southern region.

Recognised MOSS surveyors conduct surveys of
MOSS vessels
Under Maritime Rules Part 44, independent surveyors are required to hold a Certificate of
Surveyor Recognition to survey MOSS vessels. Surveyors are recognised when they
demonstrate their competency to Maritime NZ and satisfy the recognition criteria. To
demonstrate their competency, surveyors must provide their Curriculum Vitae, a relevant list
of vessels they have surveyed, and an example of a survey plan (or SSM maintenance plan)
they approved. They may also need to provide additional documents or participate in a
written or oral examination and a practical assessment of their surveying knowledge or skills.
Surveyors can be recognised in three categories: 1) Design Approval, 2) In-Construction and
Initial Surveyor Recognition (survey during construction or of new vessels), and 3) Periodic
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Surveyor Recognition (surveys after initial survey). Each of these categories then has subcategories which require relevant qualification(s) or experience.
In this context, surveyors are regulated parties and have the responsibility to operate as
qualified and certified professionals. Maritime NZ’s relationship with surveyors is a balance
between supporting them to carry out their work and proper oversight by the Director.
Surveyors are subject to Maritime NZ’s Compliance Operating Model.

In 2020, 56 surveyors have MOSS recognition, among which 37 are
primarily MOSS surveyors
66% of recognised surveyors primarily survey MOSS vessels
Maritime NZ data (retrieved 14 May 2020) indicates there are 56 recognised surveyors,
among which 66% (n = 37) are primarily surveyors of MOSS vessels. These surveyors are
based around New Zealand, with 28 based in the North Island and nine based in the South
Island.9 However, most surveyors will survey vessels around New Zealand, with operators
covering travel costs.
34% of recognised surveyors survey specialised vessels or are based in Australia
The remaining 14% (n = 8) are not recognised for hull and machinery work but in specialised
areas, such as novel crafts and steel and aluminium. 20% (n = 11) are based in Australia and
recognised under the Trans-Tasman Mutual Recognition Agreement (TTMRA). Under
TTMRA, surveyors accredited in Australia are automatically recognised in New Zealand.
Surveyors in Australia are not currently conducting many surveys of MOSS vessels, but this
is expected to increase in the future.

MOSS works alongside the Health and Safety at
Work Act 2015 (HSWA)
HSWA10 is New Zealand’s workplace health and safety law and is primarily regulated by
WorkSafe New Zealand.11 In accordance with s 191 of HSWA, Maritime NZ was the
designated regulator under this Act in respect of work on board ships and ships as places of

Locations were determined by enquiring with Maritime New Zealand staff and searching surveyors’
business websites.
10 New Zealand Legislation. (2018). Health and Safety at Work Act 2015.
11 Before HSWA, the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 regulated workplace health and
safety in New Zealand. In comparison, HSWA is more comprehensive, requires a higher level of due
diligence, and a higher level of responsibility and accountability.
9
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work.12 HSWA outlines the roles and responsibilities of businesses and others in managing
health and safety risks in the workplace to protect against harm. HSWA applies to all
workplaces (with few exceptions), including commercial vessels.
MOSS and HSWA share similarities but differ in some areas.13 Both outline the health and
safety responsibilities of operators to enhance safety outcomes. Overlapping duties under
both MOSS and HSWA include the duty to:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

manage risks and ensure the safety of other persons in the workplace
develop emergency management plans
notify events
periodically review workplace controls
provide health and safety information to workers.

Under MOSS (and not covered under HSWA), operators must meet their requirements under
the Maritime Transport Act 1994. Requirements include the development of an MTOP that
outlines identified risks, safe operating procedures, a survey and maintenance plan, and
other information associated with their operation.
Operators must also address HSWA duties not required under MOSS. Duties include
outlining overlapping duties, upstream duties, officers’ due diligence, duty to manage
asbestos, worker engagement, participation, and representation, and facilities.
During a MOSS audit, the Maritime Officer(s) covers both MOSS and HSWA requirements.
MOSS does not cover the psychological wellbeing of operators (unless it is identified as a
risk to be managed in their MTOPs). Maritime NZ may consider whether wellbeing in the
maritime context is covered adequately under HSWA requirements. This is particularly
important as more (fishing) operators are experiencing a stress-related or mental illness over
time.14
‘Wellbeing fits in HSWA, there are sectors of our industry that are struggling with
mental health issues. We need to broaden the focus out to how operators are
managing this stuff.’ (Maritime NZ head office staff)

12

Health and Safety at Work (Maritime New Zealand) Agency Designation 2015. (25 February 2016).
New Zealand Gazette. No. 2016-go957
13 Maritime NZ. (n.d.). How MOSS and the HSWA work together.
14 Maritime NZ and WorkSafe. (2018). Health and Safety Attitudes and Behaviours Survey 2017:
Commercial Fishing Report.
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How well is MOSS implemented?
Maritime NZ conducted consultations in 2010, with MOSS coming into effect on 1 July 2014.
By 2019, all commercial domestic maritime operators have transitioned from SSM to MOSS.
To understand the implementation of MOSS, we examined:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

how well Maritime NZ managed the transition to MOSS
the extent to which Maritime NZ is educating operators on safety and compliance
how well Maritime NZ takes a risk-based approach to regulation
how well Maritime NZ identifies non-compliance
the effectiveness of tools and systems in place to ensure consistency
the extent to which Maritime NZ enforces a transparent compliance strategy
whether there is adequate resourcing for the implementation of MOSS.

We drew upon data from interviews with all participants, our review of tools and
documentation, and data from the online survey and Maritime NZ where appropriate.
Maritime NZ takes a hands-on and responsive approach to implementing MOSS
Maritime NZ took a responsive approach to managing the transition from SSM to MOSS.
Proactive campaigning and education supported operators’ awareness of MOSS and
preparedness. After implementation, Maritime NZ managed their resources and adapted
their approach to meet operators’ needs.
Maritime NZ takes a hands-on approach to assisted compliance which works well with
the maritime industry. The removal of audit fees also supports active regulatory
stewardship. However, some operators perceive some Maritime Officers to be more
adversarial than necessary and some communications (e.g. website) could be more
user-friendly.
Throughout the MOSS system, tools and quality assurance processes support consistent
and transparent decision-making. With the development of Triton and data dashboards,
data monitoring and analysis is improving and starting to support intelligence-led
process. The risk profile takes a risk-focussed approach to regulation, but the tool could
benefit from being reviewed to more accurately assess risk.
Resourcing is adequate for the current administration of MOSS. Fees and the Maritime
Levy are calculated and reviewed based on regulatory costs and compliance activities.
Future changes to the system may require additional resourcing or trade-offs.
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How well did Maritime NZ manage the
transition to MOSS?
We assessed whether MOSS was communicated effectively to the industry and reached its
target audiences. We also examined who missed out in these engagements and the
regulatory system itself.

Maritime NZ’s proactive campaigning and education
supported awareness of MOSS and preparedness
Consultations in 2010 socialised the industry early
MOSS was proposed as a new framework to replace SSM in 2010, which was followed by a
formal consultation process. Maritime NZ held public meetings around the country to educate
the industry about the proposed changes and invited people to make oral and written
submissions. These consultations socialised operators and other parties to a new proposed
framework in their industry years before the transition occurred.
Resources were then diverted to the Rena oil spill in 2011 which postponed the development
of MOSS. Maritime Rules Part 19 was signed into law on 3 October 2013.

Communications and engagement were conducted in 2013 to a
wide range of stakeholders
The communications plan for 2013 was extensive, considered various stakeholders, and
used multiple channels.15 During this time, other strategic projects16 were also implemented
so, at times, communications were consolidated to promote projects together. Our interviews
suggest communications were sufficient as the industry were aware of MOSS ahead of time
and expected the transition.
The communications plan outlines that in 2013 (and up to June 2014), general
communications will include:
▪
▪

publishing MOSS collateral and developing branding for external stakeholders
regularly engaging and communicating with internal and external audiences

15

Maritime NZ. (May 2013). MOSS Communications Strategy Plan: Appendix 3.
SeaCert, the Compliance Operating Model, Health and Safety in Employment Amendment Act
2013, and the Maritime NZ System Reform ICT project
16
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▪

carrying out the Maritime NZ website strategy, developing content and resources for
MOSS.

Further communications included announcements, guidance, and resources for the Maritime
Rules, entry control and audits, surveying, and learning and development (for internal
training).
The communications strategy was developed to reach 60 core Maritime NZ staff and 50
contractors, 60 surveyors, 10 SSM companies, 11 Maritime Training Schools, 16 large
operators (10 or more vessels), 39 medium-sized operators (between five and nine vessels),
and 2,000+ small operators (between one and four vessels).17

Maritime Officers personally engaged operators by approaching
them six months before their SSM certificate expired
Maritime NZ set up systems to track individual operators’ transition to MOSS. Maritime
Officers called operators six months before their SSM certificate expired and offered
assistance on preparing an MTOP.
Maritime Officers then followed up with another phone call two months later and asked how
operators were progressing with their MTOC application and offered further assistance. This
process ensured the transition was as seamless as possible.
Maritime Officers then worked closely with operators to develop MTOPs that met the
Maritime Rules requirements. With this process in place, it was rare for MTOCs to be
declined. Among survey respondents (n = 347), over half of operators (58%) thought that
applying for an MTOC was very or somewhat easy, while 25% thought it was not that easy
and 15% thought it was not at all easy.

Maritime NZ managed resources to adapt to needs
that arose
Maritime NZ was not able to predict early adopters and SSM
renewals
Maritime NZ was unable to forecast how many operators would choose to transition early
and how many would choose to renew their SSM certificate before 1 July 2014. They were
also unable to anticipate how SSM companies and other parties would respond. Some

17

The target audience also includes SeaCert communciations to 21,000 active seafarers and 500,000
recreational vessels.
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Maritime NZ staff note some industry players actively encouraged operators to delay entry to
MOSS. As a result, Maritime NZ adopted a responsive approach, making changes or
providing further resources when needs arose post-implementation.
‘The entry control process was rugged at the start because we didn’t know what
numbers of operators would enter into MOSS on the first day. We hoped for the best.
We got far more renewals on the old SSM in the last couple weeks, so it's valid
for the next four years. We also got more applications for MOSS than we
expected. We had to rethink the entry control process quite quickly. There were
negative comments in the early days.’ (Maritime NZ head office staff)

Maritime NZ developed post-implementation communications
Two months after MOSS went live, Maritime NZ developed further communications to ensure
operators entered MOSS within expected timeframes and were satisfied MOSS was better
than SSM and other alternatives.18 This targeted communications plan aimed to tell the
MOSS story, better prepare operators, and clarify misunderstandings by explaining:
▪
▪
▪

the benefits of MOSS, using operators’ voices
experiences of the application process (what went right and what went wrong)
the costs (why costs were higher than anticipated and comparisons with SSM).

The communications framework outlined three target audiences with different needs,
including Maritime NZ staff, the industry, and critics. Communications included case studies,
workshops, question and answer sessions, rolling campaigns (to target operators three
months before their SSM expiry), and having operator champions tell their success stories.
Maritime NZ also addressed factual inaccuracies through industry magazines and
mainstream media.

Maritime NZ developed templates to guide operators’ MTOPs
Once Maritime NZ started receiving applications, they realised some operators’ MTOPs did
not meet the Rules’ expectations. Under SSM, operators were given generic manuals by
SSM companies, so some operators lacked experience in developing their own.
‘It’s hard to talk about our system and what it looks like and what operators
should be doing when it wasn’t running. We didn’t know exactly what applications
would look like from people. It didn’t exist. We thought we had a pretty good idea of
what they should be doing, but when they started to come in, we said "okay, maybe
we just tweak it to meet the needs of the industry."' (Maritime NZ head office staff)

18

Maritime NZ. (3 September 2014). Strategic communications plan for post-implementation MOSS.
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Maritime NZ recognised that providing too much assistance would undermine operators’
ownership and understanding of their safety systems. To balance assistance and operators’
ownership, Maritime NZ provided more guidance by creating a thorough template that clearly
outlined the sections required under Maritime Rule Part 19. This approach aligns with
assisted compliance.
‘We made [operators] write their own manuals. Some people don’t need to read or
write as part of their daily work so getting them to write their own manual was hard.
We resisted the urge to write it for them. We produced templates with headings
of things that are required in the legislation. This was a success.’ (Maritime NZ
head office staff)

The MTOC application process was adapted over time
The MTOC application process includes a desktop review and a site visit to the operation.
Improvements were made to the MOSS entry-control procedures in 2014 and continue to be
made today. Examples of changes include:
▪

▪

The focus of initial site visits was specific issues identified by the desktop reviewer, which
later expanded to a range of safety-critical issues. Formal interviews were also
conducted with the Responsible Person(s) to ensure they were Fit and Proper Person(s).
Desktop reviews were initially conducted by Maritime NZ head office staff which were
later undertaken by Maritime Officers with the supervision of their managers, moderated
at meetings, and peer-reviewed.

The number of MTOC applications peaked at 164 applications between October and
December 2015 and started declining from January 2017. As seen in Figure 2, processing
times did not meet the target processing time of 90 days between October 2014 and June
2016. From July 2016 (Q1, 2017), operators were able to put their applications on hold for an
acceptable reason. With this considered, the average net processing time fell below 90 days.
The net processing time is a more accurate way to determine the length of time taken to
process an MTOC application by Maritime NZ.
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Figure 2. MTOC processing times between Quarter 1 in 2015 (beginning July 2014) and
Quarter 4 in 2019 (ending June 2019)
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Currently (with all operators having transitioned from SSM), the resourcing required for
MTOC processing is sufficient. We assume the demand for certification processing is cyclical
and will repeat from 2024 as MTOCs expire.

Some decision-making was inconsistent when
MOSS was first implemented
As MOSS had yet to be implemented, how rules were interpreted and pragmatically applied
was not clear following its introduction. Based on interviews and documentation, we note
instances of inconsistency at that time included:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

how Deemed MTOC audits were conducted between Maritime Officers and across
regions
how fees were calculated
what qualified someone as a ‘fit and proper’ person
whether a vessel was considered commercial or a pleasure craft
how Maritime Rules Part 40D were interpreted.
‘With earlier audits, it was a bit suspect. The result could vary widely depending
on who the auditor was and their background.’ (large operator, interview)

When decisions were unclear, Maritime NZ staff (including certification staff, regional
compliance managers, Maritime Officers, and investigators) requested legal advice from the
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internal legal services team. This process ensured decisions were legally robust and aligned
with legislative requirements.
Reflecting Maritime NZ’s learning culture, consistency improved over time as definitions were
refined (e.g. how to determine if someone is fit and proper), procedures were put in place,
and tools were developed.

A significant number of operators did not transition
into MOSS
Some operators elected not to enter the system and left the industry. Approximately a third of
domestic commercial operators who had been in SSM didn’t transition into MOSS.
Documentation indicates the introduction of MOSS affected approximately 2,000 commercial
operators19 compared to the current 1,345 operators in MOSS.
Some former SSM operators did not transition because MOSS was not suitable for them or
due to external circumstances. This may be because:
▪
▪

their operations were more suited for other safety management systems regulated by
Maritime NZ (e.g. Specific Limits Permits)
MOSS was introduced at the same time as tax changes which made it unsustainable for
part-time operators (who were previously able to claim tax deductions) to continue.

Some aspects of MOSS created barriers for operators to work within the new system. Based
on our interviews with MOSS operators and Maritime NZ staff, operators may have left
because:
▪
▪
▪

their businesses were no longer sustainable due to the costs and requirements for
compliance
they chose to retire early rather than go through the process of entering MOSS
they were unable to meet the higher standards for compliance under MOSS.

We are unable to determine exactly how many operators left because of each of these
reasons. We did not interview former SSM operators who chose not to transition into MOSS.
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Estimated numbers were retrieved from: Maritime NZ. (May 2013). Maritime Operator Safety
System (MOSS) Implementation Project Communications Strategy and Plan.
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How well is Maritime NZ supporting,
encouraging and requiring
compliance?
We examined Maritime NZ's approach as a regulator and how it supports, encourages, and
requires compliance.

Maritime Officers and their educational approach
enable operators to comply with MOSS
In line with good regulator practice, Maritime NZ’s educational approach ensures it is easy to
understand the requirements of MOSS, manage paperwork, and comply with legislative
standards. This form of assisted compliance works well with a large portion of the maritime
industry whose main priority is running their maritime operation(s) effectively.
'Years and years ago, I was a commercial fisherman. When it comes to the
requirements, that’s your last priority frankly. And I can relate to that. I know what
it’s like to work those long hours. All you want is get your boat away from the wharf
and go fishing. You leave all that stuff behind.' (Maritime NZ head office staff)
‘In the operator’s world, there is just fishing. Audits and paperwork are a
hassle. Maybe the paperwork is a mess but that has nothing to do with the operator’s
ability to safely work and fish. Often, it reflects the operators lack of understanding of
admin work.’ (Maritime Officer)
Maritime NZ’s standards of service ensure that staff operate with integrity, respect, and
commitment when interacting with regulated parties. Interviews and the online survey
indicate most operators prefer engagement that builds rapport, seeks to educate, and works
with and trusts them. Many Maritime Officers agree with this approach and say they try to
have a friendly relationship with operators, have conversations and small talk, and ask how
they can help. In contrast, many operators strongly disapprove of a traditional and
adversarial regulatory approach that focusses on non-compliance and prosecution.
Many Maritime NZ staff believe a primary driver of MOSS’s success is the role of Maritime
Officers and their education and engagement with operators. The following quote shows an
operator who was nervous about MOSS and had trouble developing an MTOP that met the
requirements. However, with the assistance of a Maritime Officer, they were able to work
through the compliance requirements together. This demonstrates what assisted compliance
can look like.
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'It was an overwhelming and daunting task to get into it. I can’t speak highly enough
of the people from Maritime NZ who came around and helped me set it up. The guy
that came here could see I’m struggling with it. I’d done my best but it just wasn’t
up to it, and he sat down with me and we worked through the whole thing.
These guys now have a change in attitude. They say, ‘if you sit down and listen, I’ll
give you all the help you need.' (small operator, interview)

The removal of audit fees supports compliance
through active regulatory stewardship
The removal of audit fees on 1 July 2019 enabled better opportunities for education and
assisted compliance. During the 2018/19 funding review,20 Maritime NZ proposed recovering
routine audit and inspection costs from the Maritime Levy which many operators supported.
Follow-up visits are still charged at an hourly rate. This change reflects Maritime NZ’s
commitment to regulatory stewardship as it directly addresses operators’ concerns about the
high cost of compliance, and Maritime NZ’s concerns that charging at an hourly rate
interfered with their ability to provide effective assisted compliance.
Without costs associated with time spent at audits, operators are more willing to listen, take
the time to process information, and ask questions. Maritime Officers feel less pressured to
complete the audit as quickly as they can.
‘When we used to charge them, we’d be looking at this poor guy who didn’t make any
money so let's get in and out of here pretty quickly, otherwise we’ll put him out of
business. Now we’re not charging which I think is better. We do our audits, have a
cup of coffee and have a good chat and talk about boat in general, see if there’s
anything they want to be educated on. It makes it more friendly and user friendly to
the industry.’ (Maritime NZ head office staff)
The industry was extensively consulted on the removal of audit fees during the 2018/19
funding review. This involved a roadshow, sector-specific pre-engagement, and various
media and internet publications. However, our interviews and survey indicate that many
operators are unaware of the removal of audit fees, possibly because they have not had an
audit since the change came into place.
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Maritime NZ. (2019). 2018/19 Funding Review: Summary and Analysis of Submissions.
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Some operators perceive some Maritime Officers
using a more adversarial approach than necessary
As outlined in their Compliance Operating Model, Maritime NZ seeks to use the ‘right tool at
the right time’ to support, encourage, and require compliance. Not all operators respond to
assisted compliance which may then require enforcement or other means to ensure they
comply. 21
In the sector, there are operators who perceive Maritime NZ as an adversarial regulator that
focusses on enforcement and prosecution for compliance. Some operators perceive this is
driven by Maritime Officers who have backgrounds in police, fisheries, and other agencies
that focus more on investigating non-compliance. This perception can be concerning as it
impacts operators’ willingness to work with Maritime NZ and comply effectively with
regulatory requirements.
Although Maritime Officers receive significant training on professional regulatory and
compliance practice, operators’ perceptions suggest there may be opportunities for Maritime
NZ to ensure Maritime Officers apply the Compliance Operating Model in a more consistent
manner.
‘Depending on the officer, it can be the hand-cuffs approach rather than educational.
[Maritime NZ] recruited a lot of ex-policemen in recent years. Some of the expolicemen have a good approach like "let’s have a discussion." Some of the other
ones haven’t forgotten their policeman approach and they start asking things
and try to get stuff out of you and then they use it against you which is
unhelpful. For smaller operators, I’d imagine they’d be less likely to share
information, feeling more threatened. The people in the fishing industry don’t go out
and break the rules. They want to come home safely.’ (large operator, interview)

Information may be presented in a more userfriendly way that suits the maritime industry
Part of good regulator practice is to provide accessible and timely information to support
regulated parties. Operators note that navigation on the Maritime NZ website is not intuitive
and it can be difficult to find relevant information or specific forms.

21

We note that less than 2% of legislative breaches identified by Maritime NZ result in prosecution.
Figure 7 also shows that the number of prosecutions has not changed under MOSS compared to
SSM.
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‘The website should be user-centric rather than a collection of information without
clear navigation to the appropriate answers i.e I should be able to indicate the scale
and type of operation and all relevant information should be located in an easy to find
page.’ (operator, survey)
Language can also be simplified to suit a lay audience and enable operators’ understanding.
This includes language on the website, the template, and audit forms (and checklist).
‘I suggest simplifying things as much as possible. Give items common names,
which are understood by common people.’ (operator, survey)
‘Sometimes the language is not for operators. They ask what a ‘procedure’ is.
Audit forms suit big operators, so I have to change the language used at audit.’
(Maritime Officer)
A few operators commented that having an application or online system for MTOP(s) can
make it more efficient to comply and prefer it to managing paperwork. This could be an
option for people who are digitally literate, though other options should remain for those with
other preferences.
‘It would be really great to have a MOSS APP so people with more than one boat can
update all online manuals with one click of a button. This would also decrease
the amount of paperwork. Surely with the technology available today could make
Moss easier to update.’ (operator, survey)
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How effective are Maritime NZ’s tools in
implementing MOSS as intended?
To understand how MOSS is implemented, we examined what tools and structures are in
place to ensure MOSS meets intended outcomes and their effectiveness.

Consistency in decision-making has improved as
procedures are tightened and tools are developed
Audit tools and quality assurance contribute to consistent auditing
Audit tools include an audit checklist, audit report template, and the MOSS audit
guidance and prep tool
These documents enhance consistency by outlining the processes and areas that are
covered during an audit. They also include the purpose of the audit and instructions. These
tools are continually adjusted over time, with the report template last updated in 2019, the
audit checklist in 2017, and the prep tool in 2016.
Quality assurance processes for audits are in place
Maritime Officers and managers regularly communicate and have fortnightly moderation
meetings, which improves consistency. Staff discuss topical issues or audits they conducted,
and seek clarification if needed.
After MOSS was established, a Maritime NZ head office staff member accompanied all
Maritime Officers during one of their audits. They observed the audit process and provided
feedback. This oversight from a single independent observer ensured that all audits
conducted around the country are to a similar standard.
Deputy Compliance Managers were established in regions in August 2019. They began
conducting formal quality reviews of audit reports produced by Maritime Officers around the
country in late 2019. Audits are reviewed based on the information and documents on Triton.
Among the 12 audits reviewed by mid-2019, many have incomplete aspects of data entry
(e.g. failing to attach documents, missing sections, lack of depth), while a few have
incorrectly entered data (e.g. incorrectly identified observations). Following the review,
Maritime Officers are verbally provided with constructive feedback, with a focus on
opportunities for improvement. If appropriate, Maritime Officers are offered additional training
or mentoring.
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A 2017 external audit22 by the New Zealand Transport Agency found that MOSS audit
processes are strong, well-designed, and conducted to a high standard.

The Compliance Operating Model (COM) and compliance strategy
support a consistent response to non-compliance
The Compliance Operating Model (COM) was introduced in 2014 to achieve maximum
compliance. The model aims to deliver a proportionate and consistent response to noncompliance. When asked about decision-making, Maritime Officers and other Maritime NZ
staff say they base their decisions on COM, showing that this approach is embedded into the
organisational culture.
The COM outlines Maritime NZ’s approach to compliance and a range of compliance
interventions to respond to non-compliance or incidents. The intervention used is based on
four decision factors: the extent of harm or risk of harm, the conduct of individuals or groups
being looked at (whether it is a one-off event or ongoing behaviour), public interest (or the
importance to the wider public), and attitudes towards compliance.
The most appropriate intervention is used to remedy the issue. Most interventions will involve
information dissemination, education, and engagement which recognises that the majority of
any sector is willing and wanting to comply. This is followed by guidelines, advisory notices,
safety programmes, and assisted compliance. More serious issues will result in detention,
imposition of conditions, suspension, a prohibition notice, hazard notice, improvement notice,
or a compliance order. Incidents that present a high level of risk will result in civil or criminal
proceedings, revocation of document(s), prosecution, or a fine.
Robust processes are used to decide on an appropriate and fair response to issues
The Compliance Intervention Panel (CIP) is a group of third-tier managers and technical
specialists who meet monthly to provide guidance and direction regarding responses to
compliance issues. The process involves a thorough investigation, discussion among a
range of managers and external legal expertise (Crown Solicitor), and an examination of
evidence sufficiency.
More transparency in decision-making may be helpful for some incidents
Transparency in decision-making may be helpful and reassuring to operators, particularly
those related to criminal or civil proceedings (however may not always be possible due to
information privacy and official information requirements). Based on our interviews and
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New Zealand Transport Agency. (June 2017). Maritime New Zealand: Maritime Compliance Group:
MOSS Audits Review, Assurance Report.
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survey responses, some operators perceive prosecution as a common consequence23 of
non-compliance, resulting in fear and negative perceptions of Maritime NZ. Although
decision-making guidelines are available publicly, these perceptions may imply unawareness
of how decisions were made.

Data collection and monitoring are improving and is
starting to support an intelligence-led approach
Part of Maritime NZ’s mission is to be an intelligence-led, evidence-based, and risk-focussed
agency.24 Understanding of what is happening and why would enable Maritime NZ to assess
what risks need addressing and to make effective decisions.

Triton was developed in 2014 and its functionality is improving over
time
Before 2014, collected data about SSM vessels and operators were managed across
multiple systems and of inconsistent quality. Without direct oversight of SSM operators and
limited oversight of surveyors at that time, Maritime NZ also collected little information about
them. There are therefore difficulties drawing comparisons with data before 2014.
Triton (initially the System Reform project) was developed as a new Information Technology
(IT) system for regulatory management in 2014. Triton is key to building an integrated
approach to enhance and deliver information capability at Maritime NZ. Supporting the
implementation of MOSS (and SeaCert), Triton enables data capture, retention, decisionmaking, and information reporting.
Since 2014, Triton’s functionality has been continually increasing to meet regulatory
management needs. This includes integrating with Maritime NZ’s Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) to enable efficient data transfer and expanding data capture to other
workflows e.g. prosecutions and HSWA requirements. Efforts have also been made over
time to cleanse data on Triton and ensure data entry is consistent.
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We note that less than 2% of legislative breaches identified by Maritime NZ result in prosecution.
Being intelligence-led was first mentioned in Maritime NZ’s Statement of Intent 2013-2016 as an
approach to information management. It then formed part of Maritime NZ’s mission in their Statement
of Intent 2014-2020.
24
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Maritime NZ mostly analyses data on a planned and targeted basis,
but have started to establish monitoring processes
To be more intelligence-led, a proactive approach should be taken to collecting and
monitoring data so trends can be tracked over time. Accurate data and insights can then
contribute to or drive decision-making around the organisation. Data collected may align with
strategic goals and areas of ongoing focus.
Currently, data analysis at Maritime NZ is mostly done on a planned and targeted basis in
response to requests or when necessary. This may mean important insights from broader,
ongoing analyses of all data may be overlooked. Since systems are not set up to track
trends, responding to data requests may require extraction across multiple databases,
cleaned, and then analysed. For this evaluation, bespoke reports and excel sheets were
developed which, while useful, was time-consuming and resource-intensive.
Recently, Maritime NZ has developed dashboards on focus areas using Power BI, a
business analytics tool that can connect multiple data sources. This data can be easily
refreshed and updated to reflect the latest data, enabling Maritime NZ to track and monitor
data trends over time. Maritime NZ intends to continue developing these dashboards,
reflecting their commitment to building their data analytic capability.

Maritime Officers perceive data entry to be an administrative
burden
Many Maritime Officers note entering data from audits and developing an audit report is timeconsuming and creates an administrative burden. They also comment that Triton is not userfriendly as it is slow and hard to use. Given the time spent on data entry, some Maritime
Officers feel their expertise in auditing is not being used to its fullest extent.
‘There's an admin burden on Maritime Officers. We have data entry and have to
develop an audit report. It’s obsolete. What is the value to the industry? Is the
intention to spit a report out? There are better uses of Maritime Officers’ time. We
are qualified auditors but spend so much time on data entry.’ (Maritime Officer)
Data entry is perceived as unnecessary as Maritime Officers are unaware of how entered
data is being used or analysed. Some Maritime Officers comment that since they go through
the findings during the audit, the report may not provide much value to the operator.
‘It’s a convoluted process, it takes a long time. We have to write a report back to the
operator saying thank you for attending the audit, here are our findings, this is the
score you’ve been given. Quite frankly, the reports have photographs of the boat,
but the operator knows what his boat looks like, he doesn’t need photographs of
it from us. There’s no statutory requirement that I know of that says under the MTA
about audits that requires us to do a report.’ (Maritime Officer)
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An opportunity exists to share data trends and insights with Maritime Officers, so they can
see the value of the data entry process. Comprehensive datasets are also beneficial as risks
can be identified and mitigated, contributing to the overall safety of the sector. We also note
some operators appreciate having a copy of the audit report and not having to try and write
everything down during the audit.

The risk profile tool determines audit schedules but
the tool can be adjusted to better reflect risk
In line with Maritime NZ’s intelligence-led, risk-based approach, risk profiles are used to
assess the risk level of a maritime operation. Risk levels then determine the timing of the
next audit. This approach incentivises operators to have a robust and effective MTOP, safe
ships, and good work practices, so they could become lower risk operators who were not
audited as often, thus minimising costs.25 This approach also efficiently allocates Maritime
NZ resources so resourcing is prioritised to support higher-risk operators to comply and less
resourcing is spent on operators who are operating safely.
As detailed below, internal analysis conducted by Maritime NZ in 2018 identified
opportunities to update and make better use of the risk profiling tool.

The risk tool assesses risk on 20 indicators across five domains
Risk is assessed using the risk profile tool across five domains, which include safety culture,
compliance history, operating practice, experience and capability, and organisational factors.
These domains are further comprised of 20 indicators, which are then rated between 0
(lowest risk) and 4 (highest risk). These scores are weighted and combined to give an overall
risk score. Risk scores are categorised into three risk bands: low risk (0-25%), standard risk
(25-62.5%) and high risk (62.5-100%). Risk scores determine when the operation’s next
audit will be. This can range between one and 24 months from when the MTOC is issued,
and two to 48 months after the initial audit (and periodic audits that follow).
Risk profiles are conducted using an Excel template where risk scores are entered and the
overall weighted score and timing for the next audit are automatically calculated. A user
guide for the risk profile was developed, which describes the whole-of-system approach
taken to profiling, how to use the template, when it is used and who uses it, and other
guidance.
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The removal of the audit fee may affect this. Some operators enjoy interacting with Maritime Officers
and feel they have a voice in the industry so, without costs, reduced engagement with Maritime NZ
may not be an incentive.
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Risk profiles could be adjusted to be more statistically robust
In 2020, the average risk score across operating MOSS vessels is 22.3% which is at the
higher end of the low-risk band.26 Furthermore, 72% of operations fall under low risk, 28% in
standard risk, and only one operation is high risk. These are based on operations’ most
recent risk score, which can be up to three years ago, depending on when their last audit
was.
The clustering of risk scores towards the low-risk band suggests that many MOSS operators
have effective MTOPs and they are working safely. This may reflect Maritime NZ
successfully working with higher-risk operators to reduce their risk and/or the effectiveness of
targeted campaigns for higher-risk operators.
However, another possibility is that the low-risk scores reveal a statistical deviation that may
not be accurate. Our interviews for this evaluation suggest there are more higher-risk
operators than what has been identified. If this is true, this means the risk profile provides
limited meaningful information about actual levels of risk, suggesting that the design of the
risk profile tool may need to be adjusted to improve statistical robustness. If the tool is unable
to accurately identify higher-risk operators, there may be difficulties implementing effective
interventions for operators who may need more assistance with compliance.
Internal analysis by Maritime NZ in 2018 also noted the high proportion of lower-risk
operators, and suggested ways to review and improve the tool design and use. These
included reviewing the tool to consider purpose, design, and application (e.g. adjusting risk
banding and weighting), proactively analysing risk profiling data with other Maritime NZ data
to understand the risk profile (e.g. analysis of indicators and trends), and gaining a better
understanding of higher-risk operators.
Other suggestions from interview participants include using the risk profile to determine the
depth or length of an audit, in addition to the time between audits.
Following this evaluation, Maritime NZ will review and adjust the risk profiling tool.
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Data source: Maritime New Zealand, retrieved 30 June 2020. This data excludes operations that are
closed or not operating (total 1,274).
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To what extent is resourcing adequate
for the implementation and
administration of MOSS?
MOSS is partly funded by operators who are in the system (and other operators who are not
regulated by MOSS through the Maritime Levy). MOSS operators pay fees to enter the
system and before 2019, for audits. Therefore, the number of operators in the system does
not affect the resources needed to continue administering MOSS.

Regular funding reviews ensure there are adequate
resources
The Maritime Levy and the hourly rate of fees are based on Maritime NZ’s regulatory and
compliance activity costs. Full funding reviews are conducted every six years, with a midpoint
funding review conducted at the three-year mark. During these reviews, the industry is
consulted and operators are invited to make submissions on the proposed changes.
Proposed changes are developed based on current and future activities, recommendations,
feedback, reviews, and other assessments. In 2015/16 (midpoint funding review), changes
were made so the levy funded assisted compliance activity. In 2018/19 (full funding review),
changes were made again so the levy funded routine audits.

Resources were constrained during implementation
When MOSS was first introduced, resources were constrained and the system took time to
set up (e.g. developing the IT system and recruiting and training additional staff). The
Maritime Levy was also decreasing during this time. Maritime NZ made a conscious decision
to use existing reserves to fund the set-up of MOSS.
Forecasts for implementation underestimated actual costs. In 2012, an independent costbenefit analysis27 of MOSS estimated that, over a 20-year timeframe, Maritime NZ would
experience an increase of $2.5 million in net administrative costs. A bulk of these costs are
associated with the initial set-up, with the remaining for establishing the necessary IT
systems. Maritime NZ confirms that approximately $3.5 to $4 million was used to set up the
system.
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Covec. (2012). Maritime Operator Safety System: Cost-Benefit Analysis.
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MOSS has had sufficient resources after being set
up
MOSS is sufficiently funded by the Maritime Levy and fees
During each financial year, the budget is calculated once and forecasting is conducted twice.
Audit schedules are examined to identify why variance occurs. These forecasts have
generally been close to what is budgeted. For at least the past three years, MOSS has been
working as business as usual and there have been adequate resources to administer the
system.

Human resources have been sufficient in administering MOSS
Given that MOSS is a primary system that Maritime NZ regulates, many Maritime NZ staff
contribute to the ongoing administration of MOSS. Based on our interviews, there is currently
enough staff to ensure MOSS is administered. Maritime NZ is responsive and can reallocate
capacity and resourcing to prioritised work.
The core team is the Compliance Systems Delivery group (CSD), which includes Maritime
Officers (who carry out MOSS audits) and Operator Certification Advisors (who carry out
certification). However, from day to day, their work related to MOSS can significantly vary.
Maritime Officers work across all regulatory systems, including SeaCert, SOLAS, HSWA,
and SOPs. As the majority of operators have entered into MOSS, the certification team has
shifted their capacity into reviewing and approving exemptions. Their area of focus may shift
again when operators renew their MTOCs at the ten-year mark, starting from 2024.
Other teams at Maritime NZ that contribute to MOSS include investigations, data,
communications and engagement, research and intelligence, legal services, and maritime
systems assurance.

More resources may be required to administer
MOSS going forward
Resources are sufficient for the status quo but may be insufficient for future needs. These
might be due to an increased demand for data capability and capacity, and additional
surveyor oversight (and support, if appropriate).
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, many businesses in New Zealand have closed. Maritime
NZ has yet to see the impact on the MOSS fleet and is unable to predict how many MOSS
operators will stop operating. To provide some financial relief, Maritime NZ deferred levy
invoicing from July to September. The impact of COVID-19 may become more apparent in
upcoming months when operators stop operating.
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How substantial and valuable are the
outputs of MOSS?
Evaluative outputs are direct products and changes resulting from regulatory activities. They
are linked to operator and surveyor compliance and contribute to the achievement of
outcomes and the overall performance of MOSS.
To understand operator outputs, we examined:
▪
▪
▪
▪

operators’ awareness and understanding of MOSS requirements
the extent to which operators regard MOSS as beneficial to their operation
whether MOSS is flexible and can be adapted to the needs of different operators
whether operators’ costs of compliance are consistent with what Maritime NZ said.

To understand surveyor outputs, we examined:
▪
▪
▪
▪

whether there are enough surveyors to support MOSS regulations
whether surveyors demonstrate competence to conduct surveys
whether surveyors are receiving sufficient oversight of their performance
whether Maritime NZ meets surveyors’ needs.

We drew upon data from in-depth interviews, survey data with MOSS operators, and
administrative data where relevant.
MOSS has achieved some valuable outputs after five years of implementation, but
barriers to compliance exist
The majority of operators have a good understanding of how MOSS works and just over
half of operators are satisfied with MOSS. At times, MOSS is not fit-for-purpose for small
operators as its minimum requirements of Maritime Rule Part 19 are considered excessive.
Some operators perceive the costs of complying with MOSS are higher than expected.
Some operators also inaccurately perceive high numbers of illegal operators and
prosecutions, which can affect compliance.
Surveyors in New Zealand are sufficient to maintain vessel surveying under MOSS, but
this will change as surveyors retire and fewer surveyors are becoming qualified. To sustain
the workforce, surveyors are currently establishing a professional body. The rigour of
surveys has increased under MOSS as surveyors undergo a strict recognition process,
though some believe that further improvements can be made. After surveyors become
recognised, there has been limited oversight of them (which is currently a work in progress
at Maritime NZ). Despite Maritime NZ holding regular forums and developing resources,
surveyors comment that additional support and guidance would reduce inconsistency in
surveying. Consideration should be taken to understand what level of support is
appropriate for surveyors.
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To what extent did MOSS produce the
intended operator outputs?
We assessed operators’ attitudes toward MOSS. We examined operators’ understanding of
MOSS, satisfaction and drivers, other barriers to compliance, and non-compliance.

Most operators have a good understanding of MOSS
There is a high level of understanding of how MOSS works in the maritime industry (see
Figure 3), particularly after only five years of implementation. This indicates that Maritime
Officers, Maritime NZ’s resources, and other parties (e.g. surveyors) are effective at
educating operators about MOSS. Maritime NZ staff also note that, as business owners,
operators must comply with a wide range of legislative requirements that are more
complicated than MOSS, such as the Holidays Act, the Fisheries Act, and tax requirements.
Figure 3. Operators’ self-described level of understanding of how MOSS works, across size
of operation
1%

% of operators (n = 351)

8%

More than 10 vessels
3 to 10 vessels
1 to 2 vessels

46%
1%
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20%

2%
12%
1%

Very good
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Poor or no
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Data source: evaluation survey of operators (2020)

Larger operators are more likely to have a good understanding
Based on survey responses, larger operators (with three or more vessels) are more likely to
have a good or very good understanding of MOSS. Large operators are likely to have the
capability and well-developed infrastructure to ensure compliance. This may include
specialised software and personnel dedicated to overseeing parts of the operation, including
compliance, health and safety, surveying, and training. Staff are also more likely to have
relevant expertise in legislation, policy, or health and safety.
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In contrast, smaller operators tend to be owner-operators who have less shore-based
support. They are less likely to have a deep understanding of legislation and health and
safety requirements and have fewer resources to maintain a safety system. They may also
have difficulties with literacy.

Operators are mostly aware of MOSS requirements
Based on the survey, most operators are aware of most requirements for complying with
MOSS. Between 88% and 94% of respondents are confident that requirements of MOSS
include having an MTOC, ensuring their MTOP(s) are up-to-date and valid for their operation,
notifying Maritime NZ if contact details change or they are no longer operating, making sure
each vessel has a valid certificate of survey, and participating in MOSS audits.
However, the survey reveals knowledge gaps which may benefit from education. Fewer
operators (69%) agree that the consequences of not complying with MOSS are clear. Fewer
operators (66%) are also confident that obtaining approval from Maritime NZ before making
changes to their transport operator details is a requirement of MOSS.

Many operators perceive surveyors as a trusted source of
information
Operators perceive surveyors as a trusted and useful source of information to help them
comply with MOSS (see Figure 4), on a similar level to Maritime Officers. Many operators
have long-lasting relationships with surveyors, with many operators having had the same
surveyor since they started their business.
‘To be honest, I use the services of my surveyor regarding MOSS questions.
They are helpful and have great knowledge of compliance expectations etc.’
(operator, survey)
‘Due to the unique vessels in our operation, a great relationship with our
surveyors has been the key for us.’ (operator, survey)
Over half of operators also turn to industry and advocacy associations as an information
source to comply with MOSS.
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Figure 4. Operators’ information sources and usefulness for MOSS compliance
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Operators are somewhat satisfied with MOSS
Six in ten surveyed operators are satisfied with MOSS and agree that complying with MOSS
is good for their business (see Figure 5).
Figure 5. Operators’ responses to whether they are satisfied with MOSS and whether
complying with MOSS is good for their business
Strongly
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Data source: evaluation survey with operators (2020)
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Based on survey responses, the biggest drivers of operation dissatisfaction are:28
▪

Maritime NZ’s communication and engagement was mentioned in 31% (n = 63) of
responses. These operators are discontented by Maritime NZ’s perceived punitive
approach, lack of trust, and bureaucratic processes. Some operators also have
difficulties navigating information and establishing contact.

▪

High costs of compliance were mentioned in 31% (n = 63) of responses. Costs are
associated with audit and survey fees, which increased under MOSS. These costs
particularly affect small operators and negatively impact their business and livelihood.

▪

MOSS’s one-size-fits-all approach was mentioned in 21% (n = 44) of responses. Some
operators (particularly those that are small) find the system disproportionate to their
needs or irrelevant to their type of operation.

MOSS is not viewed as fit-for-purpose for some
operators
Some Maritime NZ staff note that Maritime Rules Part 19 ensures that MOSS is designed to
be scalable. Part 19 ensures that those undertaking commercial maritime transport
operations conduct their operations in a safe and environmentally responsible manner. To
comply, the Director must be satisfied that Responsible People within the operation are 'fit
and proper' and there is a safety management system in place (as outlined in an MTOP). In
this respect, MOSS is scalable as all operators, regardless of size or sector, can meet these
requirements.
Part of Maritime Rules Part 19 outlines the details and procedures required in an MTOP,29
which results in a one-size-fits-all approach. This can be perceived as excessive for small
operators who find some minimum requirements inappropriate for their operation or
disproportionate to the risk posed. These include fatigue policies if the operation conducts
day sails, person overboard procedures for solo operators or those who operate in shallow
waters, and crew training and competency assessments for those who work by themselves
‘The MTOP is okay. Sometimes it’s a bit too much for small operators. There are
things like fatigue management that are not applicable to some operators, like a
water taxi on a lake who has a 2-hour trip once in a while, does he need fatigue

This was in response to the open-ended question (‘Please suggest how MOSS can be improved to
better support your operation’).
29 Maritime NZ. (2015). Maritime Rules: Part 19: Maritime Transport Operator – Certification and
Responsibilities.
28
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management? It comes up every time, ‘why do I need to do this?’ From my point of
view, it’s nonsense to get an exemption for this, it's not worth it.’ (Maritime Officer)
In line with this, operators with one to two vessels are more likely to disagree that MOSS is
suitable for the size of their operation compared to larger operators (see Figure 6). Overall,
61% of surveyed operators agree (while 22% disagree) MOSS is suitable for the size of their
operation.
Figure 6. Operators’ responses to whether MOSS is suitable for the size of their operation,
across size of operation
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Part 19 may also be unsuitable for operators with unique or uncommon businesses.
‘We have struggled over the rules because they’re not relevant to us. We have to
follow rules around crewing, but we don’t have crew. Our skippers are clients so
we can’t get them to do six monthly training. Maritime NZ says we must do this and
yet it doesn’t fit the model. It was an effort to get the auditor see from our perspective
and they are bureaucratic.’ (small operator, interview)
Opportunities exist for MOSS to be adjusted so the effort required to comply is proportionate
with the size of the operation.30 Some interview participants have suggested ‘MOSS lite’, a
simplified version of MOSS that only comprises of core components.
‘To be fair, owner and skipper operators have lots of stuff that is not relevant. Like
training. If you work by yourself, why would you have it? A small owner needs a

30

Maritime NZ is currently working to address this. They have provided policy advice to the Minister
and the work is currently on the regulatory programme.
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good hazard register, maintenance plan, equipment list and a timetable for
review, and that is all. The rest of the plan is scaffolding.’ (Maritime Officer)

Operators perceive the costs of compliance are
higher than expected
Once MOSS was implemented, some costs associated with MOSS were higher than
expected. The communications plan for post-implementation31 states that communications
would include case studies and explanations as to why costs are higher than anticipated.
Findings from the evaluation survey show that 49% of operators believe that complying with
MOSS is too costly,32 while 26% agree or strongly agree that compliance is not too costly. A
further 25% are neutral towards the costs.

Forecast fees for MOSS changed between 2010 and 2013
During consultations, Maritime NZ set expectations that costs incurred through transitioning
to MOSS would be offset over time.33 These costs were associated with operators spending
time converting their SSM manuals into MTOPs (approximately a day of work and a one-off
cost) and certification and audit fees. However, Maritime NZ stated that the previous fouryear survey cycle would be extended to five years which would offset costs.
In 2012, the cost-benefit analysis34 found that there would be additional compliance costs for
MOSS operators, despite cost savings from reduced survey frequency, audit expenses, and
certification expenses. This analysis predicted a $6.75 million net increase over 20 years.
In 2013, the full funding review resulted in changes to the hourly rate for feeable activity,
which had implications for the costs of MOSS compliance. The Regulatory Impact
Statement35 states MOSS services under this new fee structure were charged at $235 per
hour (including GST). Single vessel operators would, on average, experience an 11%
increase in costs over ten years (the certification period) compared to SSM. These costs
would be offset as safe operators would be audited less frequently and regulatory activities
would be operator-based rather than vessel-based.

31

Maritime NZ. (3 September 2014). Strategic communications plan for post-implementation MOSS.
Our interviews indicate many operators are unaware that audit fees have been removed which
might contribute to this perception.
33 Maritime NZ. (April 2010). Maritime New Zealand MOSS: Questions and Answers.
34 Covec. (2012). Maritime Operator Safety System: Cost-Benefit Analysis.
35 Maritime NZ. (2013). Regulatory Impact Statement: Maritime Operator Safety System: Proposed
Fees.
32
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Increased surveyor fees contributed to higher than expected costs
In addition to more rigorous surveying under MOSS, surveyors are spending more time on
reporting and communicating with Maritime NZ. At times, maintenance costs to bring vessels
up to standard (particularly older vessels) are also high.
‘Maritime NZ said costs would reduce because they would have less of this and less
of that, but the elephant in the room was the increased scrutiny of the
surveyors. Surveyor fees have gone through the roof. A lot of these businesses
are marginal and the average age of a vessel is 40 years and they become
uneconomic a lot quicker and that’s what forces them out and they couldn’t afford the
bill and the survey costs.’ (operator, interview)

Some operators hired third parties to develop their MTOPs which
also increased costs
Some operators hired third parties for assistance if they felt they did not have the nonoperational skills (e.g. literacy or computer skills) to develop their own MTOP. Other
operators hired third parties because they did not have the time or wanted external expertise.
It is also noted that some third parties promoted their services by emphasising the difficulty of
writing an MTOP.
‘Maritime NZ is charging outrageously, especially for small operators who work parttime. Maritime NZ said MOSS would be no more expensive but it was about three
times more expensive and it upset a lot of operators. The costs were because lots
of people got their MTOP done for them and used third parties because they
were computer illiterate. This made them disillusioned.’ (small operator, interview)
'We hired a consultant. We wrote most of it but she wrote it in a nicer way. She is a
health and safety person and she got good ideas from the other boats and
other systems. It would be too insular if it was done by myself.' (medium operator,
interview)

Some operators perceive high numbers of illegal
operators and prosecutions, which can affect
compliance
Some operators perceive and report illegal operators, who are then
investigated by Maritime NZ
Through our interviews and online survey, some operators noted the existence of illegal
operators (commercial domestic operators who should be in MOSS but are not). Illegal
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operators undermine Maritime NZ’s authority as a regulator and encourage non-compliance
(as it is perceived that there is no consequence). Furthermore, without assurance, illegal
operators pose a safety risk to those in the sector and the community.
‘There’s lots of [operators] who are not in MOSS which is disheartening. They are
harming the industry. We’ve brought it to the attention of Maritime NZ and they are
not policing or taking action. It doesn’t instil any confidence in us around
compliance.’ (operator, interview)
‘Policing of vessels that are operating without surveys. This is the biggest bugbear as
legal operators wear all the cost and no one polices the illegal operators.’
(operator, survey)
Reports of illegal operators follow Maritime NZ's standard response to complaints and
incidents. Maritime NZ examines every report, which is then followed up by an investigation.
Maritime NZ staff note that, in most reports (approximately 80%), the operation was not
commercial and therefore did not need to be in MOSS. With the remaining 20% of reports,
the operator is usually not deliberately being non-compliant but may be unaware they should
be in MOSS. With these cases, the operator will either stop operating (usually when it is a
side business) or apply for an MTOC and enter the system.
Given the lack of visible outcomes, there are challenges influencing operators’ perception of
illegal operators. A 2019 analysis by Maritime NZ highlights points for consideration,
including proactive engagement with the maritime sector about illegal operators and
increased engagement with the public.

Fewer prosecutions related to the Maritime Transport Act occurred
under MOSS, but the overall number of prosecutions has not
changed
A serious outcome of investigations is prosecution. As noted earlier, our interviews and
survey responses indicate some operators perceive prosecution as a common consequence
of non-compliance, resulting in fear and negative perceptions of Maritime NZ. These beliefs
appear to stem from hearing stories of operators being prosecuted without being at fault.
Available data indicates fewer prosecutions related to the Maritime Transport Act under
MOSS compared to SSM (see Figure 7). However, there is a slight increase in the number of
prosecutions under HSWA. There is no discernible trend in the total number of prosecutions
involving domestic commercial vessels between 2008 and 2019.
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Figure 7. Number of prosecutions36 between 2008 and 2019 related to the Maritime
Transport Act (involving SSM and MOSS vessels) and the national workplace health and
safety legislation37
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We cannot draw conclusions on whether MOSS has affected other
forms of non-compliance
As we did not review data on non-compliance under SSM, we cannot draw conclusions on
whether MOSS has affected non-conformities, investigations, and other enforcement
interventions. See Appendix E for baseline findings across these areas, which may
contribute to ongoing monitoring.

36

Note some cases involve charges under both the MTA and HSEA or HSWA.
The national health and safety legislation for the workplace was the Health and Safety in
Employment Act (HSEA) before 2015 and HSWA after 2015.
37
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To what extent did MOSS produce the
intended surveyor outputs?
We assessed the impact of MOSS on surveyors. We examined their capacity to ensure
MOSS is implemented as intended, their capability to comply with MOSS, and other
influences on compliance (e.g. oversight and support).

There are sufficient surveyors in New Zealand, but
this will change as surveyors retire
Many surveyors left the system, but current recognised surveyors
are sufficient for the number of MOSS operations
According to available documentation, there were 61 recognised surveyors working for SSM
companies.38 As of 2020, there are 56 surveyors with recognition, but only 37 of these are
primarily MOSS surveyors. Note that a significant portion (approximately a third) of operators
also left the system between the time the SSM regime was in force and 2020.
‘The statistics don’t suggest there is a shortage of surveyors. If you add up the
number of surveyors and vessels and times, there is enough people there but there
are certainly some surveyors doing a lot of work.’ (surveyor)
Many interview participants noted that a significant number of surveyors had left the system
due to the new recognition framework under MOSS. We do not know how many surveyors
were available in the initial years after MOSS was implemented. This number is likely lower
than current numbers as a significant portion of current surveyors (n = 22) got recognition
between 2016 and 2018.39

Some operators experience difficulties getting a surveyor
How surveyors are distributed around New Zealand may contribute to difficulties finding a
surveyor. The surveyor decides whether they are willing to travel to the operator. Some
operators from remote areas have suggested that surveyors are coordinated to survey
multiple operators and multiple vessels in one visit. Given different survey schedules, this
may require exemptions from Rules requirements from Maritime NZ.

38
39

Maritime New Zealand. (2013). Regulatory Impact Statement: Maritime Operator Safety System.
This is based on issue dates of surveyors’ latest certificate. Data source: Maritime NZ.
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‘We are not doing [location] and [location] and those areas are struggling. There are a
lot of surveyors in Auckland and most surveyors don’t want to travel.’ (surveyor)
‘Need surveyors to reside in locations of boat. MNZ to specify or roster surveyors
for towns without a resident surveyor so that multiple surveys can be carried out over
a set period of time.’ (operator, survey)
Given the drop in surveyors in 2014, demand for the remaining surveyors’ time increased
and these surveyors were able to choose who they surveyed. These were likely larger
operators who were highly compliant. Operators with older or higher risk vessels therefore
found it more difficult to find surveyors willing to approve their vessels.
‘Surveyor numbers halved overnight. When demand went up, surveyors dropped
their high-risk vessels which were given to new surveyors. We had to enforce
rules on non-compliant boats. Those owner operators got peeved off because they
get 60 to 90 deficiencies. It affected operators with high risk vessels because it's
hard to find a surveyor that will approve. It's bad for the surveyor too because they
get a reputation.’ (surveyor)

The surveyor workforce will diminish as surveyors retire and there
is no clear pathway to becoming qualified
Many surveyors in New Zealand are near retirement age. In 2017, the median age of fulltime MOSS surveyors was 65 years old.40 The surveyor workforce will continue to diminish in
the next five to ten years as surveyors stop working. This has flow-on effects on operators.
'We have had the same surveyor for a long time, and he's long in the tooth.
Succession planning is an issue for us. We don’t know who has the capacity to
take on an operation of this size.' (large operator, interview)
Issues arise as there is no clear pathway to becoming a qualified surveyor in New Zealand.
Traditionally, marine surveyors are chief engineers who have returned from working on ships
at sea, but New Zealand’s maritime industry is predominately comprised of small operators.
‘There are no surveyors coming through. You can’t take someone who doesn’t have
life experience and doesn’t have experience. They need to understand how things
work in a boat and it all comes down to experience. In the past, it has been
engineers and been at sea and got their chief’s ticket. There needs to be better
pathways.’ (surveyor)

40

New Zealand Marine Transport Association conference (presentation). (2017). New Zealand
Surveying under MOSS Challenges and Progress.
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There is also a conflict of interest as current surveyors do not want to train someone who will
take their clients. There is also no incentive for these surveyors.
‘One of the problems is how you bring surveyors into the system, because there’s no
training and they’ll all independent. If you’re a surveyor and you get someone new,
you’re not training that person because you’re worried they’ll take work away
from you. It’s competitive.’ (Maritime NZ head office staff)
With Maritime NZ’s support, surveyors are currently working on establishing a professional
body to support the sustainability and succession of surveyors in New Zealand.

The overall rigour of surveyors has increased
compared to SSM
Surveyors go through a recognition process to survey MOSS
vessels
To be recognised, surveyors must demonstrate their competency, skills, knowledge, and
experience. At times, they may participate in a written or oral examination and a practical
assessment of their surveying knowledge or skills. Once recognised, surveyors must meet
standards of conduct, including honesty, integrity, and objectivity.
Interview participants comment that some surveyors left the system as they did not have the
skills or competencies to obtain recognition. Other surveyors were close to retirement age or
surveying part-time which did not justify going through a rigorous recognition process.
‘The number of surveyors has reduced, it’s a good thing. Some people did three
surveys a year, now surveyors are doing it for their career. They're doing it
regularly and doing better. The cowboy surveyors have gone.’ (Maritime NZ
head office staff)
'[Surveyors] want to keep their clients happy so there's an element of bias in what
they do as a surveyor. In 2014, they weeded out quite a lot. Lots of surveyors didn’t
meet the mark and were pushed out.' (Maritime NZ head office staff)
The certificate of surveyor recognition expires after five years. To renew, surveyors must
provide a copy of their updated CV, five vessels they have surveyed in the past 12 months,
and a copy of a survey plan that they have approved. This enables Maritime NZ to monitor
whether surveyors are maintaining their skills and comply with MOSS to Maritime NZ’s
standards.
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Some participants believe further improvements can support
confidence in surveyors
To understand whether applicants are competent, Maritime NZ staff need an extensive and
in-depth understanding of the various areas of expertise that surveyors can have. With
limited knowledge, resources, and applicants providing limited information, some parties
believe improvements can be made to ensure surveyors have the depth of knowledge
experience and expertise required.
‘When you look at surveyors, everyone’s expertise is different because there are
different categories of surveying, like vessel length and materials. There are people
who want a whole area to survey because it means more income but it doesn’t mean
they’re the best surveyor. For us, it’s hard because we only have their CV and
background. We have to use professional judgment. Written exams are there but
at the end of the day, we can only do so much.’ (Maritime NZ head office staff)
‘There seems to be slow slide in the threshold in new recognitions for surveyors.
Surveyors may not be behaving in their stated criteria of experience. There is a
boat with [area of expertise] and they appointed a surveyor that doesn’t have
experience in [area of expertise]. It would be disappointing to slide back into the
surveyor quality we had in SSM.’ (surveyor)
It is unclear whether surveyors from Australia are experienced in surveying the types of
vessels in New Zealand’s domestic fleet. Under TTMRA, surveyors accredited in Australia
are automatically recognised in New Zealand. This means they do not go through the same
recognition process as surveyors in New Zealand. Surveyors under TTMRA are expected to
survey more MOSS vessels in the future.
‘Another issue is we have some Australian recognised surveyors. The problem
is that they don’t know New Zealand drills. What standards are they operating to?’
(Maritime NZ head office staff)
Further investigation is needed to assess the competence of MOSS surveyors. This is likely
to be addressed as part of the changes Maritime NZ is currently making to improve surveyor
oversight.

After surveyors became recognised, there has been
limited surveyor oversight from Maritime NZ
To comply with MOSS, surveyors undertake surveys of MOSS vessels, identify deficiencies
to be remedied by the operator, review and approve the operator’s survey plan, and produce
and issue a survey report (then provided to Maritime NZ and the operator).
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There is limited surveyor oversight from Maritime NZ
To uphold the standard of New Zealand’s commercial fleet, Maritime NZ is responsible for
monitoring survey performance and taking appropriate action when standards are unmet.
However, once surveyors enter the MOSS system, there has been limited oversight from
Maritime NZ. It is unclear whether surveyors’ skills and knowledge are maintained, whether
surveyors are acting professionally and independently, and complying with Maritime NZ’s
standards.
When MOSS was introduced, Maritime NZ developed processes for surveyor oversight, but
their approach was critiqued by surveyors. Maritime NZ re-surveyed some vessels to
understand surveyor performance, but surveyors were concerned that Maritime NZ resurveyed vessels at least three months after the initial survey (so discrepancies were more
likely), unqualified Maritime NZ staff conducted these re-surveys, and there was a lack of
direct engagement with the surveyor. Guidelines for surveyor performance were also
developed but these were considered too prescriptive and long.
As of April 2020, Maritime NZ is developing updated policies and procedures to provide
oversight of recognised surveyors and other external authorised parties.

Surveyor timeliness is improving, but Maritime NZ does not monitor
the quality of survey reports
Maritime Rule 44.25 states that survey reports are completed and uploaded to Navigator
(vessel database) within ten working days. Between 2014 and 2019, 6,843 survey reports
have been uploaded on Navigator, and 42% of these reports are uploaded within ten working
days.41 However, the average number of days taken to upload a survey report has reduced
over time (see Figure 8), indicating increased compliance.
Surveyors have noted factors that may affect the time taken to upload survey reports. They
comment that reporting requirements for MOSS are time-consuming, they experience
technical issues with uploading reports on Navigator, and without guidance from Maritime
NZ, survey reports vary greatly in length and depth. Maritime NZ does not examine the
quality of survey reports.

41

To assess the time for surveyors to upload reports, we calculated the time difference between the
surveyor’s ‘visit date’ and ‘record date’. 10 working days is calculated as less than or equal to 14 days.
We excluded data where the date of survey was after the survey was uploaded (n = 29).
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Figure 8. Average number of days between survey and survey report uploaded to Navigator
between 2014 and 2019
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Maritime NZ provides support but surveyors
comment they receive insufficient guidance
Maritime NZ holds surveyor forums and develops resources for
surveyors
Since 2016, Maritime NZ has held surveyor forums to provide guidance and support for
interpreting the survey rules. In 2016, Maritime NZ set up a Surveyor Advisory Group which
continues to have twice-yearly meetings, as well as hold surveyor workshops once or twice
per year. During these meetings, surveyors discuss topical issues and review, comment, and
make recommendations to aspects of MOSS, rules, and other activities.
Maritime NZ has also developed resources for surveyors to support their interpretation of
rules. Since 2016, Maritime NZ has developed Interim Technical Notes42 which provide
additional information or clarification on specific technical issues or areas related to maritime
(or maritime protection) rules.

42

Maritime NZ. (2020). Interim Technical Notes.
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Surveyors comment they receive insufficient support when they
have questions
However, surveyors also engage with Maritime NZ at other times when they need advice or
additional clarification regarding the maritime rules. Many surveyors comment that they
experience difficulties communicating with Maritime NZ and getting the necessary guidance.
Some surveyors note Maritime NZ stalls in their responses, stating that queries will be
answered within 20 days and then asking for clarification on the 20th day. Surveyors question
Maritime NZ’s credibility and professionalism as it seems they do not know the answer and
do not want to assume liability.
‘My issue is, why won't they discuss with the people they’ve appointed as
experts [surveyors]? Some of the decisions made have been absolutely terrible and
they’ve taken so long. We tell [operators] to hang in there and not get frustrated
because they’re missing summer season and they don’t know why.’ (surveyor)
Lack of communication can be a source of increased costs as operators cannot operate
without a valid certificate of survey and are charged for the surveyors’ time engaging with
Maritime NZ. Ineffective communications can also lead to inconsistency in surveying as,
without guidance, surveyors will rely on their professional judgment. Many operators also
confirm they experience inconsistency across surveyors.
'Some surveying might be going on that’s substandard and there are vessels that are
probably safe but don’t meet all the requirements. That’s due to Maritime NZ not
communicating. Surveyors are now going "I’m just going to do what I think is
best and not going to communicate with Maritime NZ about that because I don’t
want to waste my time."' (surveyor)
‘With surveying, there's a fair level of understanding but we’re not there yet. If you
put surveyors in a room, you will get all different perspectives. A regulator
needs to step in and say we’re doing this. There's a level of maturity still need to
happen. The work with 40 series, if it meets what it’s intended to do, that will drive
consistency and standards.’ (Maritime NZ head office staff)
Surveyors believe it is Maritime NZ’s role as a regulator to advise on compliance. A lack of
communication negatively impacts both operators’ and surveyors’ relationships with and
perceptions of Maritime NZ.
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What outcomes has MOSS achieved?
As all operators have only entered or transitioned to MOSS within the last six years,
outcomes are emerging. These indicative findings provide a baseline for monitoring and
future evaluation.
We assessed the extent to which MOSS contributed to the following intended outcomes:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Improved safety of people working on domestic commercial vessels
Improved standard of vessels
Establish and maintain clear lines of accountability for safety within the maritime
transport system
Maritime NZ considered as an effective and efficient regulator
Improved cleanliness of the marine environment.

We drew upon data from in-depth interviews, survey data with MOSS operators, and
administrative data where relevant.
MOSS is contributing to intended safety outcomes
Early indications suggest a safety culture is developing. Risk profile scores for safety
culture are improving over time, and MOSS has heightened operators’ awareness of
hazards and safety procedures. Other operators comment they were already operating
safely before MOSS. Data is currently insufficient to draw conclusions on whether MOSS
has affected the rate of fatal and non-fatal maritime events.
Higher standards of surveying would suggest the standard of vessels are improving.
However, data is limited on whether the standard of vessels has actually improved.
Clearer lines of accountability for safety within the maritime transport system are
somewhat established. Operators and surveyors are taking more ownership of safety.
Maritime NZ is providing oversight of operators but is currently revising its approach to
oversight of surveyors.
Being an effective and efficient regulator, Maritime NZ takes a responsive approach to
regulation by adapting to circumstances that arise. MOSS is complemented by HSWA
regulation, but some operators perceive HSWA as the primary driver of safety outcomes.
Data is inconclusive on whether MOSS has improved the cleanliness of the marine
environment.
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What impact has MOSS had on safety?
Average risk profile scores for safety culture are
improving over time
Average scores for safety culture across fishing, passenger, and non-passenger sectors are
decreasing over time which suggests that safety culture is getting better (see Figure 9).
Scores in the sailing sector are increasing over time (the smallest sector with a total of 59
risk profiles completed since 2014) but the scores are still generally low, peaking at 31% in
2019. These increasing scores may require ongoing monitoring.
Figure 9. Average risk profile score for ‘safety culture’ between 2014 and 2019 (lower scores
means less risk)
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Safety culture is the highest weighted domain in the risk profile, and comprised of the
following indicators:
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Attitude to safety and compliance by those exercising privileges: the extent to
which safety behaviour is integrated into the business and beliefs, systems are in place
for hazards, and a safety and reporting culture are promoted.
Organisation's attitude towards risk-taking: the extent to which risks are eliminated or
mitigated through effective risk management processes
Willingness to comply with the rules: the extent to which rule requirements are met
and/or exceeded
Organisation's attitude to regulation by MNZ: the extent to which the business
encourages or accepts regulatory access and willing to cooperate
Managing commercial pressure: the extent to which safety is prioritised over
operations scheduling and other commercial pressures.
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Improved safety culture over time may be attributed to Maritime Officers’ effectively
educating operators. By developing their own MTOPs, operators are taking more ownership
of their safety and becoming more conscious of their safety procedures. Safety culture may
also be enhanced by the introduction of HSWA in 2016.
It is important to note that most operators have had risk profiles done during their MTOC
application and the initial audit (with some also having their first periodic audit). Data is
therefore limited on how safety culture is improving within individual operations. Though
improving over time, there have been inconsistencies on how the risk profile has been used.
The data includes 112 risk profiles conducted between June 2015 and March 2016 using the
wrong template where indicators were scored between 1-5 instead of 0-4.

Operators have mixed perceptions on whether
MOSS has improved the safety of their operation
Based on responses to the online survey, a safety culture is strong among operators. 95% of
operators agreed that crew and/or passenger safety are never sacrificed in their operation
(see Figure 10).
Figure 10. Operators’ responses to whether crew and/or passenger safety are sacrificed in
their operation and whether mistakes have led to positive safety changes in their operation
Strongly agree

Crew and/or passenger
safety are never sacrificed
in my operation (n = 348)

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree

Mistakes have led to
positive safety changes
in my operation (n = 346)
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Data source: evaluation survey of operators (2020)

However, less than half of surveyed operators (43%) agree or strongly agree that MOSS
improved the safety of their operation, while a further 31% are neutral (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Operators’ responses to whether MOSS improved the safety of their operation
across size of operation
% of operators (n = 350)

1%

More than 10 vessels
3 to 10 vessels

1%
9%

1 to 2 vessels

5%
27%

25%

3%
21%

1%
6%
Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree nor Disagree or
disagree
strongly disagree
Data source: evaluation survey of operators (2020)

For some operators, MOSS heightened awareness of safety and
safety procedures
Over half of surveyed operators (54%) agreed that their MTOP procedures and systems are
good at preventing near misses and accidents (see Figure 12).

% of operators (n = 347)

Figure 12. Operators’ responses to whether their MTOP procedures and systems are good at
preventing near misses and accidents
42%

29%

12%

10%
7%

Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Data source: evaluation survey of operators (2020)

Among small operators, the process of developing an MTOP has heightened operators’
awareness and compliance with safety procedures. Specifically, operators acknowledge that
they are more conscious of hazards and risks.
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‘It’s comprehensive health and safety. When I was in SSM, the survey company did it
all. With MOSS, I’m more involved so I understand the safety processes. I’m more
knowledgeable and I know about the policy.’ (small operator, interview)
‘MOSS has changed the way I think about getting people on and off the boat and
make sure I give them a good briefing. I have some slippery surfaces so making sure
people watch it. Writing the MTOP helped me look at these things. I’ve always
thought pretty hard about safety but now looking at it in the sensible way.’
(small operator, interview)
For some large operators, MOSS helped increase consistency and formalised their
processes. However, many of these operators were already operating to a high safety
standard as their reputations mean they are scrutinised. The large operators we interviewed
had extensive safety checks, including regular inspections independent of MOSS.
‘It definitely helped the organisation. We knew what we had to do but didn’t keep a
formal check or numbers. It formalised practices for skippers. We didn’t change
procedures, but we wrote it down so everyone used the same version of procedures
for their boats.’ (large operator, interview)

Some operators believe MOSS did not improve safety as they were
already safe
Some operators comment that safety and safety procedures are central to the role of
skippers, captains, and other workers in the maritime industry. Because of this, MOSS did
not change the way these operators think about safety or behave.
‘It is not MOSS which makes a safe operation. It is the captain of our ship who
makes the safe operation. All activity aboard hangs on his shoulders and he knows
how to run the operation safely and does so in every situation. The paperwork of
MOSS is the formality behind a strong and capable skipper.’ (operator, survey)
Some operators think SSM was a functioning safety management system and did not think
the change was needed. For some, the benefits associated with MOSS do not outweigh the
additional financial costs and compliance activities.
‘Overall [MOSS is] working but then SSM was working for me. I can see that MOSS
is a better system overall but it didn’t come without its higher costs.’ (operator,
survey)
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Data is insufficient to conclude whether fatal events
and fatalities per annum have changed under MOSS
Given that all relevant vessels only transitioned to the MOSS system in 2019, data is limited
on whether MOSS has started to affect fatality outcomes. Care should also be taken when
interpreting fatality rates as fatalities on commercial operations are generally low.
For monitoring purposes, Figure 13 presents the number of fatal events and the number of
fatalities or people missing between 2009 and 2020. Note these numbers include operations
with either an SSM certificate, Deemed MTOC, or MTOC, and do not include fatal medical
events.43
Figure 13. Number of fatal events and fatalities or people missing between 2009 and 2020
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Data source: Maritime NZ data44

Fatalities are caused by a wide range of events. The most common are people going
overboard, capsizing due to a wave, and medical events. Other causes include the vessel
becoming foundered, capsizing, and being struck by an object.

43

Some medical events may be affected by safety procedures (e.g. knowing existing medical issues
and administering first aid), but Maritime NZ notes that medical events generally do not reflect the
safety of an operation. For completeness, there were two fatal medical events per annum in 2014,
2015, and 2017, and one fatal medical event per annum in 2011 and 2018.
44 Maritime NZ is confident that all or almost all fatal accidents are notified or reported so this data is
considered reliable.
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It is unclear whether the frequency of non-fatal
maritime events have changed due to MOSS
Between 2000 and 2010, there was an average of 41 instances of serious harm and 109
other injuries per annum on SSM vessels.45 It is unclear how this has changed since MOSS
came into effect. ACC records harm data but analysing whether these are related to MOSS
operations is resource-intensive and cannot be completed for this evaluation.

The number of events reported to Maritime NZ has increased which
likely reflects better reporting, but data on harm is limited
Operators are required to notify Maritime NZ of maritime incidents and accidents (under
section 31 of the Maritime Transport Act). These events can range from minor incidents to
major accident that caused serious injury. Although there has also been a history of
underreporting, promotion of the reporting system has contributed to increased reporting in
recent years. Whether anyone was harmed or injured was recorded from late 2018.
Available data shows that the number of events reported to Maritime NZ decreased in 2015
and 2016 following the introduction of MOSS (see Figure 14). Events reported has since
increased, reaching a peak of 463 events in 2019. Higher levels of reporting likely indicate
operators are becoming more diligent and embracing compliance and a safety culture.
However, we cannot draw conclusions from this data without investigating the severity and
level of harm these events caused.
Figure 14. Number of maritime events reported to Maritime NZ between 2009 and 2020
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Data source: Maritime NZ

45

Office of the Minister of Transport. (n.d.). Maritime Operator Safety System: Maritime Rules Parts 19
and 44 (Cabinet Paper).
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The number of grounding events has increased, but fewer
passenger operations are involved
Grounding indicates a severe and systemic navigational error. This may be due to poor
oversight, poor maintenance routines, poor procedures, fatigue, or other factors. However,
the severity of a grounding event can vary, from a slight grounding where no one is hurt to a
high-speed grounding which may result in significant harm, major vessel damage, and a
negative impact on the environment.
Figure 15 shows that grounding events have somewhat increased under the MOSS regime.
This likely reflects a better reporting culture, but we cannot draw conclusions due to limited
harm data.
Figure 15. Number of grounding events that occurred with SSM vessels and MOSS vessels
between 2010 and 2020
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The types of vessels involved in grounding events have changed (see Figure 16). A
promising trend is a large decrease in passenger boats involved in tourism, which present a
risk to public safety. In contrast, more workboats are now involved in grounding events under
MOSS. Further analysis is required on whether these events were associated with injury to
understand whether safety has improved.
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Figure 16. Top vessel types involved in grounding events under SSM and MOSS between
2010 and 2020
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Data source: Maritime NZ
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What impact has MOSS had on the
standard of vessels?
Based on existing data, we cannot assess whether MOSS improved the standard of vessels,
but we can draw conclusions from surveyor standards and events due to physical failures.

The overall standard of surveying has improved
Due to the recognition framework, surveyors who are recognised have demonstrated their
competency through their knowledge, skills, and experience. They are also required to meet
standards of professional conduct and disclose to the Director of any conflicts of interest that
can affect their professional judgement. With these standards and requirements in place, the
overall standard of surveying has increased under MOSS compared to SSM.

It is unclear whether maritime events related to
vessel failures have changed due to MOSS
Events related to equipment and structural failures (see Figure 17) show a similar trend to
overall event reports (see Figure 14). The number of events dropped slightly in 2015 and
2016, before increasing and peaking at 104 in 2019. However, there has been significant
under-reporting in the past with higher numbers of reported events in recent years, likely due
to increased diligence rather than increased risk.
Figure 17. Number of maritime events related to equipment or structural failures46 reported to
Maritime NZ between 2009 and 2020
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Events have the following descriptors: electrical power failure, engine failure, equipment failure,
machinery failure, propulsion failure, steering gear failure, and structural failure.
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To what extent has MOSS established
clear lines of accountability?
By removing SSM companies, MOSS shifted ownership of safety to operators. MOSS also
enabled the regulator to have a direct relationship and oversight of operators and surveyors.

Operators are starting to take ownership of their
safety
Some operators are taking ownership of their safety, driven by writing an operator plan
relevant to their operation and getting educated by Maritime Officers. This suggests a
voluntary culture of safety may be developing in the industry.
‘Ownership of safety is a really scary thing because I’m the one responsible for
everything and if they do stupid things, I’ve gotta prove that I’ve done everything I
can to get the message across, like an email trail and having the date on things. It's
like I got a new grandson two days ago so it’s having to look after him, you gotta be
real careful.’ (medium operator, interview)
Surveyors also see operators own the safety of their vessel(s). Operators are taking
responsibility for maintenance and ensure they are compliant.
‘The clients I have, their boats are a lot safer than they were before. And the owneroperator over two to three years, they say they’re glad that they’re on top of their
maintenance now and they understand why they want to keep on top of it, that it
won’t cost so much money and won’t have much of a safety risk. But not every
operator is like that.’ (surveyor)
However, some operators are not taking ownership of their safety under MOSS. Based on
our interviews, these operators may include:
▪

▪
▪

Operators who hired third parties to write their MTOPs. These operators did not go
through the process of identifying hazards and risks of their operation and developing fitfor-purpose safety procedures.
Older operators who have been operating safely for a long time and see MOSS and its
associated paperwork as unnecessary.
Non-passenger operators who may not be as scrutinised as operators who carry
passengers.
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Operators notice increased surveyor expectations
under MOSS
Under MOSS, surveyors are taking more responsibility for ensuring boats are up to standard
before issuing a certificate of survey. Many operators also note this increased scrutiny has
contributed to higher costs.
‘There’s been a noticeable increase in [surveyor’s] expectations in the last five
years. There’s pressure from Maritime NZ about what they expect, and it flows to us.
Their standards have also lifted so the bar is steadily increasing. It’s a good thing.’
(large operator, interview)

Maritime NZ provides direct oversight of operators
but is falling short for surveyors
Using an assisted compliance approach, Maritime NZ takes a proactive role to educating and
personally engaging with operators. Having a working relationship ensures information is
accessible so operators understand and can meet their regulatory obligations.
In contrast, surveyors comment they receive insufficient support from Maritime NZ. Under
MOSS, Maritime NZ was expected to provide guidance to surveyors and ensure surveyors
have the knowledge they need to carry out their role.47 Since 2016, Maritime NZ has
developed a Surveyor Advisory Group, held regular surveyor meetings, and developed
resources to support the interpretation of survey rules. Despite this, surveyors comment they
find it difficult to communicate with Maritime NZ when they require advice or clarification.
Under MOSS, Maritime NZ is also expected to have up-to-date information on surveyors so
they can focus their resources to support surveyors where needed.48 However, there has
been limited oversight of surveyors’ performance since surveyors have become recognised.
Policies and procedures for monitoring are being updated in 2020.

47
48

Maritime New Zealand. (2013). Regulatory Impact Statement: Maritime Operator Safety System.
Maritime New Zealand. (2013). Regulatory Impact Statement: Maritime Operator Safety System.
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To what extent is Maritime NZ an
effective and efficient regulator?
Maritime NZ aims to provide a responsive (risk-based) and evidence-led approach through
MOSS that is consistent with the Maritime Transport Act and minimises duplication of
regulatory effort.

Maritime NZ takes a responsive approach to issues
and changing circumstances
Maritime NZ is continually improving processes, policies, and information systems to
optimise how MOSS is implemented. This recognises regulatory systems are living and
needs to respond to changing needs and priorities.
As mentioned, Maritime NZ adapted their engagement and communications shortly after the
transition to MOSS. They also continue to develop guidance materials for staff, update tools
when needed, started conducting formal quality checks of audit reporting, and removed audit
fees for operators. Maritime NZ is also making changes to how the Compliance Intervention
Panel approaches cases, with the focus shifting to those that require more interpretation
while straightforward cases are allocated to managers. During the COVID-19 pandemic,
Maritime NZ conducted audits using alternative means.
Maritime NZ is also making changes to how MOSS works. They are currently making
changes to how MOSS can be more fit-for-purpose for smaller operators, developing policies
to monitor MOSS surveyors, and undertaking the 40 series reform project (which assists with
operator compliance).

MOSS is complemented by HSWA regulation, but
some operators perceive HSWA driving safety
outcomes
Some interview participants comment that MOSS and HSWA are complementary. They work
well together as they both aim to achieve improved safety outcomes.
Some operators perceive HSWA as the more significant driver for safety outcomes. For
larger operators, HSWA has a bigger accountability function for the organisation’s senior
leadership, which drives health and safety procedures and culture. Their compliance
requirements are also more extensive and associated with higher costs. Smaller operators
note prosecutions occur due to non-compliance with HSWA requirements rather than MOSS.
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‘The first two years it was clearer but the introduction of HSWA has muddied the
waters. The cynical ones have noted that prosecutions under MTA are sod all, but
HSWA is 3 million and 5 years in prison. The whole focus has gone off MOSS and it's
all about HSWA compliance and all core charges are HSWA. Why do we bother
with MOSS? The pendulum has gone to HSWA at this stage.’ (operator,
interview)
Some operators comment MOSS plays a role outside of HSWA. MOSS is more specific to
the maritime industry and ensures operators meet the requirements under the Maritime
Transport Act. In contrast, HSWA is designed to be applicable to all workplaces.
'[MOSS] pulled out the maritime safety aspect surrounding operations. It gave it
its own space, own area. We’re a multifaceted company and we are very much
terrestrial but we have a massive maritime component. It’s given its own bubble in the
organisation in that we’re the sea-based people. It’s given us an identity.' (large
operator, interview)
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What impact has MOSS had on the
cleanliness of the marine environment?
Maritime NZ aims to protect the marine environment through minimising marine pollution and
reducing the risk of accidental spills. Maritime NZ supports the Marine Pollution Response
Service that oversees the oil spill response in New Zealand.

MOSS does not play a significant role in protecting
the marine environment
MOSS primarily focusses on safety outcomes, though operators are required to include their
environmental policy in their operator plan. The policy requirements include disposal of
garbage, sewage, waste oil, ballast water management (if international), and lost fishing
gear.
Maritime NZ might consider whether MOSS adequately covers operators’ responsibilities for
marine environmental protection. The marine environment will become more relevant over
time, as the adverse effects of climate change continue to increase. This would ensure
MOSS better meets future needs.
‘We have a crispy green image and people can discharge their black water, sewage
water, 500 metres from a marine farm. Until the country embraces proper legislation,
Maritime NZ can't write a document to reflect that. The environmental aspect in
MOSS is not a big part of it. It’s half a page. I don’t think increasing it will have any
change until we endorsed MARPOL in NZ.’ (operator, interview)

We cannot draw conclusions on whether MOSS has
improved the cleanliness of the marine environment
Maritime NZ data shows there is no marked trend in the number of oil spills related to
passenger or commercial fishing vessels between 2008 and 2020 (see Figure 18). Note
these vessels are more likely to be regulated by SSM or MOSS, but we cannot identify all the
vessels that fall under these regulations from the data. Many oil spills also have unknown
sources.
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Figure 18. Number of oil spills related to passenger and commercial fishing vessels between
2008 and 2020
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Appendix A. Government expectations
for good regulatory practice
The following wording has been simplified. See the full version in the report (The Treasury.
(2017). Government Expectations for Good Regulatory Practice.).
A regulatory system that is designed to provide durable outcomes of real value to New
Zealanders in excess of its costs and negative outcomes, which:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

has clear objectives
achieves objectives in a least cost way, and with the least adverse impact
is flexible so the regulatory approach adapts to the needs of different regulated parties
and allow parties to adopt approaches to meet their obligations
has processes that produce predictable and consistent outcomes for regulated parties
across time and place
is proportionate, fair and equitable in the way it treats regulated parties
is consistent with relevant international standards and practices
is well-aligned with existing requirements in related or supporting regulatory systems
through minimising gaps, overlaps, and inconsistent or duplicative requirements
conforms to established legal and constitutional principles and supports compliance
with New Zealand’s international and Treaty of Waitangi obligations
sets out obligations, expectations, and practices so they are easy to find, easy to
navigate, and clear and easy to understand
has scope to evolve in response to changing circumstances or new information

Monitoring, review, and reporting on existing regulatory systems by:
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

monitoring the performance and condition of a regulatory system and the regulatory
environment it operates in
reviewing the system at appropriate intervals to ensure it is fit-for-purpose for the
medium to longer-term
testing existing assumptions and consider the experience of regulated parties when
undertaking monitoring and review work
periodically looking at other similar regulatory systems, in New Zealand and other
jurisdictions, for trends, threats, linkages, opportunities for alignment, economies of
scale and scope, and examples of innovation and good practice
using available monitoring and review information to proactively identify, assess, and
address problems, vulnerabilities, and opportunities for improvement
paying attention to requirements that appear unnecessary, duplicative, ineffective or
excessively costly.
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Robust analysis and implementation support for changes to regulatory systems
Before proposal:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

assess the importance of the issue in relation to the overall performance and condition
of the relevant regulatory system(s)
clearly identify the nature and cause of the policy or operational problem
undertake systematic impact and risk analysis
identify, understand, and estimate the various categories of cost and benefit
associated with the options for change
identify and address practical design, resourcing and timing issues required for
effective implementation and operation
provide affected and interested parties with appropriate opportunities to comment
throughout the process (and co-design in the right circumstances)
use of “open-book” exercises to allow potential fee or levy paying parties to scrutinise
the case for proposed statutory charges.

Before implementation:
▪
▪
▪
▪

allow regulated parties reasonable time to get familiar with new requirements before
the change comes into force
test key operational processes required to implement the change
anticipate and plan for the possibility of unintended consequences or potential need for
contingency measures
provide for any appropriate changes to system monitoring arrangements.

Good regulator practice, through:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

maintaining a transparent compliance and enforcement strategy that is evidenceinformed, risk-based, responsive, and proportionate
providing accessible, timely information, and support to help regulated parties
understand and meet their regulatory obligations
providing simple and straightforward ways to engage with regulated parties and hear
and respond to their views
publishing up-to-date information about their regulatory decision-making processes
developing working relationships with other regulatory agencies within the same or
related regulatory systems to share intelligence and co-ordinate activities
providing frontline regulatory workforce with the necessary knowledge, skills, tools and
support to discharge their responsibilities with integrity, review and improve their
professional practice, and report back on issues they encounter
contributing to wider regulator capability building initiatives within the state sector
alerting relevant Ministers and monitoring agencies to organisational capability or
resourcing issues or problems with legislation; providing advice on the nature of the
resulting system performance risks and proposed or possible mitigating strategies.
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Appendix B. Evaluation questions
The following evaluation questions and sub-questions are set out in the evaluation
framework (2014).
A. Are we getting the big results we want?
1. Is safety of people working on domestic commercial vessels improving under MOSS?
2. Is the cleanliness of the environment improving under MOSS?
3. Is the standard of vessels improving?
4. Are we seeing evidence of clear lines of accountability for safety within the maritime
transport system being established & maintained?
B. Is the administration of MOSS going to plan?
5. Are we on budget?
6. Is what operators are paying to comply with MOSS consistent with what we said they
would?
C. How are operators and surveyors behaving?
7. Are operators in different parts of the sector improving safety processes and procedures?
8. Is a ‘voluntary’ culture of safety developing across the sector?
9. Are operators complying with MOSS?
10. Are surveyors complying with MOSS?
11. Are vessel surveyors meeting MNZ’s standards?
D. Do MOSS operators and surveyors have the knowledge and skills to comply with
MOSS?
12. Do operators & surveyors understand MOSS requirements?
13. What does ‘ownership of safety’ mean to operators?
14. Do operators have the skills to comply with MOSS?
15. Do surveyors have the skills to comply with MOSS?
16. Are surveyors acting independently from operators?
E. What are operators’ and surveyors’ attitudes to MOSS?
17. What do operators and surveyors think about the strengths and weaknesses of MOSS?
18. Do operators believe MNZ has effectively implemented MOSS?
19. Are operators and surveyors satisfied with MOSS?
F. What improvements can we make?
20. Are our messages understood and getting to the right people?
21. Could we make our processes more efficient?
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22. Are we identifying all operators not complying with MOSS?
23. Are we identifying the factors that accurately predict risk?
24. Are we using the most appropriate tool to get operator compliance?
25. Are we making consistent decisions (about entry, audits, enforcement and
amendments/changes to operations)?
26. Are we making good decisions based on our knowledge (about entry, audits,
enforcement and amendments/changes to operations)?
G. Are operators transitioning to MOSS in the way we expect? Have we got enough &
the right resources?
27. Is the volume of activities we undertake in relation to compliance, audits, certification,
processing, promoting, and guidance in line with what we expected?
28. Do we have the right balance of resources & infrastructure to deliver MOSS?
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Appendix C. Methodology
This evaluation took a mixed-methods approach, synthesising data from a range of sources.
These include in-depth interviews with various stakeholders and regulated parties, an online
survey of operators, a desktop review of documentation and regulatory tools, and existing
administrative data from Maritime NZ.

We conducted in-depth interviews with Maritime NZ
staff, MOSS operators, and surveyors
We interviewed 47 participants over the phone or video conference. Interviews were up to 60
minutes long. We followed informed and voluntary consent processes. We audio-recorded all
discussions with participants’ permission.
We interviewed a range of stakeholders and regulated parties. We spoke with Maritime NZ
head office staff in different parts of the organisation, and Maritime Officers based in various
regions in New Zealand. We spoke with operators across small, medium, and large
operations in fishing, charters, and tourism. We spoke to surveyors who predominately
survey MOSS vessels. Our sample matrix is outlined below:
Participant group

Number interviewed

Maritime NZ head office staff

17

Maritime Officers

9

Surveyors

6

Operators

15 personnel across 12 operations

Total interviewed

47

The evaluation commenced with scoping interviews with four Maritime NZ head office staff.
These interviews provided context for the evaluation, including the business challenge
MOSS is aimed to solve, the strategic goals and direction of the organisation, how MOSS is
appearing to be performing, and why the evaluation was commissioned at this point in time.
The remaining interviews were semi-structured and questions were adjusted based on the
participant’s role, background, and knowledge. Generally, the interviews were based on
participants’ perspectives and experiences of the transition from SSM and the
implementation of MOSS, what works well and does not work well with MOSS, ease of
compliance, emerging safety outcomes, improvements that can be made, and other key
insights.
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We conducted an online survey of operators
The purpose of the survey is to gather data from a representative sample of MOSS operators
about their perspectives and experiences of MOSS. The survey reflected evaluation
questions that could not be addressed from existing sources of data.
The survey was predominately comprised of Likert-scale questions, and one open-ended
question (‘Please suggest how MOSS can be improved to better support your operation.’)
The survey was conducted with all operators on SurveyMonkey. The survey remained open
for three weeks (from 13 May to 3 June 2020), and we sent two reminders.
The survey achieved a 29% response rate (n = 368),49 which is similar to other surveys
conducted with the New Zealand commercial maritime industry.50 Importantly, this sample is
mostly representative of MOSS operators in the system.
Among the respondents,
▪
▪
▪
▪

59% had been operating for over ten years and 21% had been operating for under five
years (86% had operated under SSM)
80% had 1 to 2 vessels and 3% had more than ten vessels
47% operate charter vessels, followed by 29% in commercial fishing
50% have 2 to 4 people working at the operation.

We analysed quantitative data by key subgroups (e.g. by number of vessels) using pivot
tables on Microsoft Excel. For the open-ended question, we coded 206 responses by highlevel themes.

We reviewed relevant documentation and tools
We received and requested documents and reports from Maritime NZ throughout the
evaluation. These are used to inform both the evaluation and our understanding of MOSS.
We reviewed the following foundational documents to understand the intent of MOSS:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cabinet Paper, Maritime Operator Safety System: Maritime Rules Parts 19 and 44 (n.d.)
MOSS Policy Principles (n.d.)
Advisory Circular for Part 19 (2010)
Advisory Circulars for Part 44 (2010)

49

This response rate was calculated based on the total number of operators who received the survey
link, excluding ineligible email addresses, totalling 1,270 operators.
50 Maritime NZ and WorkSafe. (2018). Health and Safety Attitudes and Behaviours Survey 2017:
Commercial Fishing Report.
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Consultation Pack and invitations to comment (2010)
Maritime New Zealand MOSS: Questions and Answers (2010)
Regulatory Impact Statement (2013)
Advisory Circular on Part 19: Maritime Transport Operator – Certification and
Responsibilities (2014)

We reviewed the following regulatory tools to understand the processes in place to
implement MOSS:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Maritime New Zealand Compliance strategy (n.d.)
Compliance Intervention Panel - standard operating procedures (n.d.)
Compliance intervention guidelines (n.d.)
Risk profile template version 3.2 (2017)
Risk Profiling user guide (2017)
MOSS audit guidance and prep tool (last updated 2016)
MOSS audit checklist (last updated 2017)
MOSS audit report template (last updated 2019)
MTOP guidance and template (n.d.)
Policy on decision making (issued 2019)

We reviewed the following reports to understand how MOSS is performing:
▪
▪

MOSS Audits Review, Assurance Report (2017)
2018/19 Funding Review Summary and Analysis of Submissions (2019)

We received existing administrative data
The Project Manager from the IT Project Delivery and Change team at Maritime NZ
coordinated the data collection and analysis for the evaluation team. A cross-organisational
team at Maritime NZ, including staff from Compliance Systems and Planning and Research,
Analysis and Intelligence, extracted and analysed the data according to the 2014 evaluation
framework.
Data was extracted from Triton, ActionStep, and Navigator. Once collated, this data was
provided to the evaluation team in the form of bespoke Excel sheets, charts, and relevant
commentary.
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Analysis and reporting
To ensure confidentiality of survey responses, we only reported on groups with more than 20
respondents. Where there are less than 20 respondents, we combined or excluded groups
(e.g. medium and large operators). We also removed identifiable information from all quotes
in this report. We note the stakeholder group that each quote belongs to, but we have
adjusted this if there is a possibility that someone might be identifiable.
To answer the key evaluation questions, we synthesised qualitative and quantitative data,
alongside existing documentation. We analysed interviews using thematic analysis and used
these themes to explain trends identified in quantitative data.
We had informal sense-making sessions with the project sponsor (Deputy Director
Regulatory Systems Design) after data collection milestones of the project. We presented
high-level themes and discussed interpretations and implications of the findings.
A draft report was developed and reviewed by key stakeholders (including the Director and
Deputy Directors). Feedback was considered and incorporated into the report where
appropriate before finalisation.

Data limitations
Due to the following limitations, readers should be mindful when interpreting the data
reported. The ability to triangulate multiple data sources strengthens the findings. We have
considered these limitations in our evaluative conclusions.
Some inconsistencies in data entry undermine the validity of data reported
For example, Maritime Officers calculated risk profile scores using different template
spreadsheets between June 2015 and March 2016, with some risk indicators incorrectly
scored between 1 and 5 instead of 0 to 4. Recent analyses have also suggested that
Maritime Officers inconsistently enter operators’ non-compliance as observations
(requirements are met but there is room for improvement) or non-conformities (requirements
are not met), with many non-conformities entered as observations.
Data is entered across multiple databases in different ways, limiting comparability
Maritime NZ manages multiple databases, with ActionStep in the process of being retired,
changes being made to what data is entered on Navigator, and Triton undergoing changes to
its functionality since being implemented in 2014. Differences in how data is stored across
these databases make it difficult to combine and directly compare data to identify trends. For
example, investigations data was originally entered on ActionStep (before MOSS) and from
2017, entered into the Triton system. However, investigations data in ActionStep does not
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distinguish whether an investigation is MOSS-related so data on investigations is only valid
from 2017 onwards.
Some data was collected after MOSS was implemented so we cannot assess the
impact of MOSS
For example, risk profiles were first conducted when operators enter the system and at each
audit. As at 2020, most operators have had one or two risk profiles completed so there is
insufficient data to confidently say whether levels of risk are changing over time. We also
cannot determine how operators scored across risk domains before 2014.
At times, we are unable to disentangle the impact of other changes and external
circumstances from the impacts of MOSS
External circumstances include the introduction of HSWA in 2015, easier and improved
reporting in recent years, and the development of tools and resources to improve data entry.
Where appropriate, we triangulated quantitative data with interviews to distinguish the
impacts of MOSS.
Furthermore, most of our in-depth interviews and the online survey were conducted during
New Zealand’s Alert Level 4 lockdown (in response to the COVID-19 pandemic). We cannot
confirm whether concerns about the cost of compliance are partly influenced by the
economic impact of COVID-19 on the industry. We note that many concerns about cost are
grounded in operators’ experiences of MOSS and COVID-19 was not mentioned in relation
to costs or other concerns about MOSS.
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Appendix D. Programme logic
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Appendix E. Baseline findings on noncompliance
Data on non-compliance was only collected after MOSS came into effect and cannot be
compared with non-compliance under SSM. We therefore cannot draw any evaluative
conclusions. We present baseline findings for ongoing monitoring of MOSS’s performance.

Average non-conformities have remained consistent
since 2014
Among operators whose audits resulted in one or more non-conformities between 2016 and
2019, the number of non-conformities averaged between 2.2 and 2.4 per operation.51,52 It is
unclear how many audits resulted in zero non-conformities.
We cannot compare non-conformities before MOSS as Maritime NZ did not directly audit
operators. Based on Triton data between 2015 and 2019, 95% of all non-conformities (total
1,627) are associated with Maritime Rule 19. Among these, 34% are associated with
documentation and certification, followed by safe operating plans and maintenance plans
(see Figure 19).53
Figure 19. Non-conformities across type recorded between 2015 and 2019
Documentation/Certification

35%

Safe Operating Plans

12%

Maintenance plans

11%

Emergency preparedness

10%

Safety equipment

10%

Survey plan

7%

Training program

6%

Resources and personnel

4%

Trip reports

4%

Accidents, incidents, mishaps reporting

2%

Data source: Triton, Maritime NZ

51

On Triton, only four audits in 2015 resulted in non-conformities (average of three non-conformities).
We note that non-conformities data is hold on Navigator, but we decided to rely on Triton data.
Some data on Navigator are from safety inspections (not audits), some are deficiencies that are
incorrectly entered, and some data may be entered by surveyors.
53 Navigator does not collect pre-coded data on the type of non-conformity.
52
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It is unclear whether MOSS has affected the number
of investigations
Data on MOSS-related investigations is limited. Investigations were initially lodged on
ActionStep but they were not categorised by MOSS operations. Investigations started being
lodged in Triton from late-2017 and between late-2017 and 2019, a total of 183 investigations
have been recorded. Among these, 63% (n = 116) are associated with accidents and 32%
are related to incidents. The outcome of investigations (which can range from education to
criminal proceedings) is not recorded.54

It is unclear whether MOSS has affected the number
of enforcement interventions
Investigations may result in a compliance intervention. These can include:
▪

Detention of vessel/s – under Sections 55 and 397 of the Maritime Transport Act 1994.
the Director of Maritime NZ may detain a vessel in certain circumstances, and the vessel
cannot be used at all until the detention is lifted.

▪

Imposition of Conditions – under Sections 55 and 397 of the Maritime Transport Act
1994, the Director of Maritime NZ may impose conditions on a vessel in certain
circumstances. The vessel may still be able to be operated if certain conditions are met.

▪

Improvement Notice – under Sections 101 – 104 of HSWA, a Maritime Officer or
Specialist Investigator may issue an improvement notice to an operator following an
Investigation or a HSWA assessment. The operator must take the appropriate action(s)
to comply with the Act within a specified timeframe.

▪

Prohibition Notice – under Section 105 of HSWA, an inspector can issue a prohibition
notice and the operator must stop a matter or activity immediately, in its entirety or in a
specific way. It is used when there is an imminent and serious risk to health or safety.

Table 1 shows how many interventions were employed annually. These numbers present
baseline figures to be tracked over time.

54

This function is currently in development.
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Table 1. Enforcement decisions between 2014 and 2019
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Total

Detention of
vessel/s

2*

10*

9*

5*

8*

2

36

Imposition of
Conditions

34*

64*

85*

69*

42*

16

310

9

35

5

1

50

11

2

13

Improvement
notice (HSWA)
Prohibition
notice (HSWA)

Data source: Navigator* and Triton, Maritime NZ
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